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gospels bibliography by category
apocrypha
christensen ross T an archaeologist looks at the new testament
NTC 1 12 examines archaeological evidence related to new testament lands including jesus environment contains information
about the parable of the sower and the apocryphal gospel of
thomas

archaeology
christensen ross T an archaeologist looks at the new testament
NTC 1 12 examines archaeological evidence related to new
testament lands including jesus environment contains informainfonna
tion about the parable of the sower and the apocryphal gospel of
thomas

baptism
anderson J

baptism and its essentiality MS 54 30 may 1892
344 46 comments on baptism as found in the gospels and other
new testament writings
farley S brent the baptism and temptations of jesus SS 5175 87
reflects on these early events in jesus ministry
green doyle L jesus prepares for his ministry IE
JE 60 jan
oan 19
uan
1957
57
20 22 36 comments on jesus visit to jerusalem at the age of
twelve his baptism by john and his temptation by satan
madsen david H the beginning of the gospels SNT 1984 5 11 discusses the first events recorded in the gospels up to the transfer
of disciples from john the baptist to jesus
H

birth
anderson richard lloyd at the first christmas were there shepherds
and wise men instructor 94 dec 1959 394 95 discusses the
infancy narratives
brown S kent C wilfred griggs and thomas W mackay footnotes
to the gospels ensign 4 oct 1974 52 54 offers selected
commentary on passages in matthew luke and john deals with
johns prologue and the infancy narratives
3
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cowan richard 0 preparation for the ministry in lectures on jesus
the christ 41 60 provo extension publications 1963 discusses
jesus antemortal activity and aspects of the gospels from the annunciation to jesus temptation by satan
gentry leland H the four gospels A deeper look SNT 1980 81 83
focuses on three aspects messianic prophecies jesus birth and
mortal ministry and the atonement and resurrection
green doyle L the birthplace of the son of god IE
LE 59 oct 1956
720 22 736 offers possible reasons why bethlehem was chosen
as jesus birthplace
IE 59 nov 1956 816 17 834 836
bom JE
the christ child Is born
matthaean
Matthean and lucan infancy narratives
retells the matthean
838 rebells
hyde paul N A date for the birth of christ SNT 1980 100 106 proposes that jesus was bom
born april 6 1 BCE
lecheminant dale C
the things of the jews instructor 102
aug 1967 308 10 312 discusses several aspects of the infancy
narratives
madsen david H the beginning of the gospels SNT 1984 5 11 discusses the first events recorded in the gospels up to the transfer
of disciples from john the baptist to jesus
mcconkie joseph fielding special witnesses of the birth of christ
SBSS 1987 179 93 names and comments on the witnesses of
jesus birth according to the gospels
twelve witnesses of christs birth ensign 20 dec 1990
6 10 lists and describes the witnesses of christs birth as recorded in matthew and luke
millet robert L the birth and childhood of the messiah SS 5140 59
highlights and comments on the infancy narratives in matthew
and luke
the birth of the messiah A closer look at the infancy narrative
of matthew SNT 1980 138 411 discusses jesus genealogy the
annunciation the magi herods
hernds slaughter of the infants and
matthews fulfillment formula
pratt
eclipse por
john
JohnP P yet another eclipsefor
prattjohnp
for herod provo FARMS 1990
displays astronomical information relevant to dating christs birth
SY 15 dec 1953
skousen W cleon the real story of christmas sy15
tells the christmas story through an arrangement of the infancy
narratives
LE 61 july 1958 504 5
smith joseph fielding your question IE
explains the symbolism of the holy ghost as a dove

childhood
YUFDS 1981
YUFDS
barrett ivan
ivanj
1981
ivanaJ walking in the footsteps of jesus B
135 43 recommends following jesus example as he grew to

maturity
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LE 69 gune
oune
benson ezra taft in his steps IE
june 1966 545 47 comments
on luke 252 and jesus increased in wisdom and stature and in
favour with god and man
sy4 mar 1979 59 65 offers counsel folin his steps sya
lowing the model of jesus childhood as found in luke 252
your charge to increase in wisdom and favor with god and
man new era 9 sept 1979 40 45 asks youth to followjesus
follow jesus
path of maturation
green doyle L the child grows LE
IE 59 dec 1956 908 9 985 86
continues a recital of the new testament infancy narratives
IE 60 jan 1957 2022
20 22 36
jesus prepares for his ministry LE
comments on jesus visit to jerusalem at the age of twelve his
baptism by john and his temptation by satan
MEC
nibley hugh W early accounts of jesus childhood MFC
beg
bec 1 9 first
published in instructor 100 jan 1965 35 37 shows what kinds
of fanciful stories were circulated about jesus in early apocryphal
sources

christology
lioyd new testament times in lectures on
anderson richard lloyd
jesus the christ 28 40 provo extension publications 1963
discusses the setting for several gospel scenes and analyzes the
concept of messiahship
ballard M russell anchor to the soul BYUDFS 1992
93 1 9
199293
reprinted as steadfast in christ ensign 23 dec 1993 50 53
shows how faith in christ offers stability
benson ezra taft jesus christ our savior and redeemer ensign 13
nov 1983 6 8 discusses several functions of jesus
britsch todd A jesus the very thought of thee ensign 16 apr
aar
1986 12
13 stresses the importance of repentance through
1213
christ
brockbank bernard P the living christ ensign 7 may 1977 26 27
defends the proposition that the LDS view of christ is the biblical
christ
brookbank thomas W was jesus divine MS 85 14 june 1923
369 74 21 june 1923 385 88 28 june 1923 405 7 affirms
the divinity of christ by means of the scriptures
clark J reuben jr behold the lamb of god salt lake city deseret
oark
dark
book 1962 consists of twenty seven sermons and essays centering on the life and mission of jesus
behold the lamb of god which taketh away the sin of the
IE 48 jan 1945 12 13 52 54 55 this radio address
world LE
testifies of the identity of christ with numerous quotations from
the gospels
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clark
oark J reuben jr who Is our savior IE 65 nov 1962 798 801
dark
850 this extemporaneous speech reflects on the identity of jesus
11 dec 1951
sy11
who was this jesus SY
1951 refers to jesus as the
creator of galaxies and as a performer of earthly miracles
clarke
clarkej
Clark
clarkel
eJJ richard the lord of life ensign 23 may 1993 9 10
asserts that through christs atonement one can be permanently
changed

cook gene R receiving divine assistance through the grace of the
lord ensign 23 may 1993 79 811 explains the role of grace in
the salvation process
dunn paul H the meaning of jesus christ for our time IE 72 june
1969 114 15 affirms the timeless nature of the new testament
good news and its relevance today
durham G homer jesus the christ the words and their meaning
ensign 14 may 1984 14 16 defines the names jesus and
christ
edwards kay the early judean ministry SS 5188 200 discusses the
miracle at cana the visit to capernaum the cleansing of the
temple the conversation with nicodemus and jesus identity
eyring henry B come unto christ BYUDFS 1989 90 37 47
explains how christs atonement enables people to rise to spiritual heights
faust james E A crown of thorns a crown of glory ensign 21
may 1991 68 70 discourses on atonement and repentance
A personal relationship with the savior ensign 6 nov 1976
58 59 lists ways in which a person can experience closeness to
5859
christ
firmage edwin brown jesus the christ ensign 1 nov 1971
22
27 lists twelve aspects of jesus identity and career to justify
2227
the claim that the LDS church is indeed christian
garrard lamar E jesus Is the christ SS 5321 44 A christological
study on john 7 11 considers the following roles messiah lord
god light of the world good shepherd living water and
redeemer
gentry leland H the four gospels A deeper look SNT 1980
81
83 focuses on three aspects messianic prophecies jesus
8183
birth and mortal ministry and the atonement and resurrection
gileadi avraham 1 I have a question ensign 5 feb 1975 44 45
addresses the jewish expectation of a messiah
green doyle L fishers of men IE 60 apr
aar 1957 236 38 refers to
an early healing jesus messianic claim at nazareth and the
calling of peter and andrew
hafen bruce C beauty for ashes the atonement ofjesus christ SNT
1988 1 8 reprinted in ensign 20 apr
aar 1990 7 13 discusses
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the interplay of justice mercy and grace as it relates to a personal
application of christs atonement
the restored doctrine of the atonement ensign 23 dec
1993 7 13 shows how the gift of grace proceeding from the
atonement plays a crucial part in the human aspiration to reverse
the harmful effects of the fall
2 11
haight david B he Is the son of god ensign 6 may 1976 20
2021
202
gives apostolic testimony of christ with reference to peters
witness at caesarea philippi
our lord and savior ensign 18 may 1988 21
23 witnesses
2123
of the effects of christs atonement on the repentant sinner
hales robert D what think ye of christ whom say ye that I1 am
ensign 9 may 1979 77 79 explains multiple facets of christs
identity as found in the gospels
harris james R the TI am passages in the gospels and in 3 nephi
SBSS 1987 89 114 discusses the 1 I am passages in john and the
synoptic gospels to demonstrate jesus messianic consciousness
byustudies
studies 22
heiner ronald A the necessity of a sinless messiah BYU
winter 1982 5 21 emphasizes christs role as the savior who
offers salvation to sinful humanity
hinckley gordon B the father son and holy ghost ensign 16
nov 1986 49 51 explains the roles of the members of the
godhead quotes frequently from the gospels
the symbol of christ ensign 5 may 1975 92 94 reprinted
as our one bright hope ensign 24 apr
aar 1994 2 5 explains
why latter day saints do not use the cross as a symbol bears testimony of christs mission
holland jeffrey R he loved them unto the end ensign 19 nov
1989 25 26 shows that through his passion all can look to
christ for encouragement
1
I stand all amazed ensign 16 aug 1986 68 73 expresses
awe at what jesus accomplished
whom say ye that 1I am ensign 4 sept 1974 6 11
comments on several titles of christ including the truth the
good shepherd and the lamb of god
holzapfel richard N 1 I have a question ensign 21 apr
aar 1991
53 55 treats the question of why the jews did not recognize
jesus as the messiah
hunter howard W blessed are those who have not seen IE 71
dec 1968 105 8 testifies of the divine mission of jesus
jackson kent P the eternal ministry of christ ensign 21 qan
oan
jan 1991
6 9 briefly discusses various christological functions of jesus
jesus and the gospels SS 51 9 describes the grandeur of
jesus as jehovah and then summarizes jesus roles as propounded
in the gospels
1
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jeppsen malcolm

S

A divine prescription for spiritual healing ensign
17 19 avers that spiritual healing results from em-

24 may 1994
bracing the atonement
kimball spencer W an eternal hope in christ ensign 8 nov 1978
human kinds relationship to christ
71
73 explains humankinds
75
7173
7175
komatsu adney Y looking to the savior ensign 17 may 1987
78 79 urges consecrating ones life to christ
lee robert england truly all things testify of him SBSS 1990
99 112 demonstrates how events in the life of jesus testified of
his person and mission
lund gerald N the fall of man and his redemption ensign 20 jan
1990 22 27 explains the reality of the fall and the need of a
redemption by a messiah
madsen truman G the commanding image of christ SY
syla16 nov
1965 reprinted in christ and the inner life salt lake city
bookcraft 1978 8 14 emphasizes that jesus descended below
all things and thereby knows the depths of the human condition
pre
the preeminence
eminence of christ MS 122 dec 1960 513 17
reprinted in christ and the inner life salt lake city bookcraft
1978 1 7 explains why jesus is worthy of humanitys
humanitys supreme
confidence
matthews robert J we have found the messiah which Is the christ
SBSS 1987 161 77 develops the general theme of individuals
finding the messiah
why a savior Is necessary and why only jesus christ could
qualify BYUDFS 1984 85 42 48 considers the fall and

syl6

atonement
maxwell neal A in him all things hold together BYUDFS
1990 91 103 12 demonstrates the cohesive power of the
atonement
0 divine redeemer ensign 11 nov 1981 8 10 ponders
christs superlative place in the personal life of all people
re
p en
repentance
entance
tance ensign 21 nov 1991 30 32 deals with the
enhance
interaction of repentance and christs atonement
yet thou art there ensign 17 nov 1987 30 33 testifies
of christs capacity to carry our sins
mcconkie bruce R come know the lord jesus ensign 7 may
1977 12 14 discusses the christology of jesus
toe
the promised messiah the first coming of christ salt lake
city deseret book 1978 provides a doctrinal treatise on christs
identity and functions as outlined in the scriptures
mcconkie joseph fielding the divine sonship and the law of
witnesses SS 5279 87 notes ways jesus testified of his sonship
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messianic expectations among the jews SNT 1980 128 31
discusses jewish anticipation of eschatological figures
meservy keith this day Is this scripture fulfilled ensign 17 apr
aar
1987 7 12 comments on the messianic vocation of jesus
showing evidence from several angles
nelson russell M jesus christ our master and more BYUDFS
1991 92 57 66 explains several of jesus christological roles
nibley hugh W the meaning of the atonement in approaching
zion ed by don norton 554 614 vol 9 of CWHN salt lake
city deseret book and FARMS 1989 extensively analyzes the
concept of atonement A variation of this essay is published as
the atonement of jesus christ ensign 20 july 1990 18 23
aug 1990 30 34 sept 1990 22 26 oct 1990 26 31
discusses extensively the linguistic meaning of the word atonement the historical symbols and temple ordinances representing
atonement and scriptural depictions of redemption
oaks dallin H faith in the lord jesus christ ensign 24 may 1994
98 100 recommends grounding our faith in the atonement
the light and life of the world ensign 17 nov 1987
63 66 addresses thejohannine
theme of jesus as the light and
the
johannine
life bears fervent testimony that jesus is the light life savior
and redeemer of the world
taking upon Us the name of jesus christ ensign 15 may
1985 80 83 explains the name of christ and its covenantal
significance in connection with ordinances particularly the
sacrament
68
Vthat think ye of christ ensign 18 nov 1988 65
what
6568
defends the view that latter day saints are christian emphasizes
the necessity of the atonement to cancel the effects of the fall
witnesses of christ ensign 20 nov 1990 29 32 shows
how all members of the church are expected to be witnesses of

christ
packer boyd K atonement agency accountability ensign 18 may
1988 69 72 explains the sacrificial nature of the atonement
the mediator ensign 7 may 1977 54 56 uses a parable to
explain christs role as a redeemer and a mediator between the
father and the human race
paramore james M the many witnesses of jesus christ and his
work ensign 20 nov 1990 62 64 discusses the testimonies
of christ from several eras
personal appearance of jesus IE 1 sept 1898 820 25 presents
various idealized descriptions of jesus beginning with anselm
petersen mark E creator and savior ensign 13 may 1983 63 65
emphasizes christs roles as creator and savior
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pratt J falconer what think ye of christ MS 72 13 jan 1910
20
23 deals with various identities of jesus
2023
robinson stephen E believing christ salt lake city deseret book
1992 explains how the grace of christ influences the salvation
process
scott richard G to be healed ensign 24 may 1994 7 9 asserts
that emotional frustrations can be healed through christ
25 jan
smith joseph fielding the atonement of jesus christ SY
sy25
1955 explains the nature of the fall and the atonement
stephenson jonathan H 1 I am he jesus public declarations of his
own identity SBSS 1990 162 72 shows how some of jesus
pronouncements revealed his christological role
thomas ann marie 1 I am the good shepherd new era 7 apr
aar 1977
12 13 comments on several of christs labels
wirthlin joseph B our lord and savior ensign 23 nov 1993 5 8
pleads for christ centered living
yam david H the roles of jesus the christ SY 22 3 jan 1963 discusses some of the functions of christ including those which
stem from his mortal ministry

church organization the apostles in general
anderson edward H the apostles ofjesus
of jesus christ salt lake city deseret
sunday school union 1917 rehearses the lives and labors of the
early apostles includes the period they interacted with the historical jesus
anderson richard lloyd the first presidency of the early church
their lives and epistles ensign 18 aug 1988 16 2 11 recounts
the experiences of peter james and john before and after jesus
ministry and discusses their new testament letters
cowan richard 0 the twelve then and now SNT 1984 92 94
compares the callings of the apostles of the new testament and
in 1835

garrett H dean the calling and mission of the twelve SS 5227 35
reviews what the gospels record concerning the naming and
commissioning of the twelve
gentry leland H 1 I have a question ensign 5 oct 1975 49 50
deals with the succession of the twelve in new testament times
green doyle L jesus chooses twelve apostles IE 60 june 1957
384 86 464 67 considers the healing at bethesda the walking
through a field of grain on the sabbath the ordination of the
twelve the raising of the youth of
nain and an anointing of jesus
ornain
ofnain
by a woman
griggs C wilfred 1 I have a question ensign 5 aug 1975 22 23
addresses a query concerning how the apostles fulfilled their
worldwide preaching mission
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hunter howard W organization of the church of christ IE 68 dec
1965 1145 47 addresses the question when was the church
organized also names characteristics of the primitive church
lee harold B blessed Is he that cometh in the name of the lord in
17 20 reprinted in stand ye in
aar 1955 1720
conference report apr
holy places salt lake city deseret book 1974 39 46 outlines
the ways in which the early apostles were commanded to execute
their ministry in the name of the lord
mckay david 0 ancient apostles salt lake city deseret sunday school
union 1918 reprinted several times was originally a sunday
4

school manual intended to illustrate exemplary character traits
exhibited by the apostles of jesus time
moss james R foundations of the kingdom the quorum of the twelve
in the new testament SNT 1980 146 48 traces the vocation of
the twelve in the gospels and acts
mumford thomas M jesus begins his ministry SNT 1984 12 14 discusses the calling of the twelve the conversations with Nico
dernus
nicodemus
nicodernus
and the woman at the well
nelson russell M thus shall my church be called ensign 20 may
1990 16 18 describes the meaning of the component parts of
the name of the church
priesthood
nibley hugh W four lessons on rank and Priest
bood in the church
provo FARMS 1988 these sunday school lessons are on
matthew 16 21
JE 58 qan
oan
jan 1955 20 22 44 45 feb
the way of the church IE
1955 86 87 104 106 7 110 mar 1955 152 54 166 168
apr
aar 1955 230 32 258 260 61 may 1955 306 8 364 66

56 july 1955 502 4 538 aug 1955
1955 384 86 455
45556
570 71 599 600 602 6 sept 1955 650 53 oct 1955 708 9
nov 1955 817 829 31 dec 1955 902 3 968 reprinted in
MEC 109 322 outlines the history of the early christian church
including a description of the develo
p ment of our new testament
cevelo
development
penrose charles W what is the church MS 70 16
l6jan
lajan
jan 1908
40 43 compares the church jesus established with contempo-

june

rary churches
petersen mark E signs of the true church ensign 9 may 1979
21 23 enumerates characteristics of the early christian church
stapley delbert L what constitutes the true church ensign 7 may
1977 21 23 cites jesus teachings concerning the characteristics
of his church bears testimony and invites investigation of the
modern
modem church
west franklin L the apostles and the primitive church salt lake
city deseret book 1964 the first three chapters describe the
apostles relationship to the historical jesus
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church organization john the apostle
anderson richard lloyd 1 I have a question ensign 14 jan 1984
p pened
happened
50 5 11 discusses what ha
bened to the apostle john after the day
of pentecost
done willard lives of the apostles james and john IE 2 feb 1899
281 90 gives a biographical sketch of the sons of zebedee
griggs C wilfred the apostle john and christian history SBSS 1978
36 48 finds historical value as well as allegory and metaphor in
john treats salient johannine themes in the marriage at cana
nicodemus inquiry and the encounter with the woman at the
well

kempton sheryl condie magnifying the lord marys example for Us
ensign 10 dec 1980 44 45 shows how marys character traits
are worthy of emulation
mckay david 0 john the beloved a witness of the miracles and resur
of the lord jesus christ instructor 103 apr
urrection
aar 1968
133 35 appraises the apostle john covers his life during jesus
ministry and after
IE 60 may 1957 313 346
james peter james and john LE
briefly tells of the three leading apostles
williamson james E A legend of st john MS 64 18 sept 1902
597 98 reports a legend that the apostle john visited russia

ottesen

L

church organization peter
anderson richard lloyd simon peter ensign 5 feb 1975 47 49
this short character study tells of the apostle peter
brown S kent james the just and the question of peters leadership
in the light of new sources sperry lecture series BYU 12 apr
aar
1973 9 16 consults documents to propose that no evidence
exists that james superseded peter in authority in the early church
such a view grew out of interpretations in the second and third
centuries
LE 2 jan 1899
done willard lives of the apostles simon peter IE
208 16 offers a short biography of the apostle peter
green doyle L fishers of men IE
LE 60 apr
aar 1957 236 38 refers to
an early healing jesus messianic claim at nazareth and the calling
of peter and andrew
hinckley gordon B and peter went out and wept bitterly ensign 9
may 1979 65 67 shows that after his denial peter went through
a major change and that others can do the same
holland jeffrey R the lengthening shadow of peter ensign 5 sept
1975 30 35 defends and extols peter highlighting events from
the apostles life

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol34/iss3/4
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holmes samuel

L

13

the beginning of a conversion instructor

104

366 67 reflects on the behavior of peter with the
dictum when thou art converted strengthen thy brethren as
the focal point
sperry sidney B the meaning of peters confession IE
JE 52 july
ouly
1949 430 31 471 72 aug 1949 496 98 537 treats the
following themes peters primacy the rock gates of hell the
passing of keys at the transfiguration and the catholic claim of
apostolic succession

oct

1969

church organization the seventy
brown S kent the seventy in scripture in by study and also by
by john M lundquist and stephen D ricks
faith ed byjohn

25 45

vol 1 salt lake city deseret book and FARMS 1990 discusses
the seventy chosen by jesus as understood from old testament
background
parley S brent the calling of the seventy and the parable of the
farley
good samaritan SS 5312 20 tells of the commission of
the seventy and the parable of the good samaritan

domestic life
Carlfred B the brothers of jesus loving the unbelieving
earlfred
broderick carlfred
relative ensign 17 mar 1987 50 52 discusses how each of
jesus brothers responded to him and the gospel
draper richard D home life at the time of christ ensign 17 sept
1987 56 59 discusses such phases of domestic life as house
designs weddings and festival meals
felix joseph C the hebrew home at the time of christ instructor
100 dec 1965 478 79 discusses various aspects of fam
liy life
lly
ily
family
in palestine in the first century
lund gerald N 1 I have a question ensign 5 sept 1975 36 37
deals with the question what became of jesus family after his
resurrection
nebeker john L Is there marrying and giving in marriage in heaven
JE 15 mar 1912 391 95 comments on the LDS view regarding
IE
jesus statement about marriage in the resurrection

eschatology destruction ofjerusalem and the latter days
benson ezra taft prepare yourselves for the great day of the lord
BYUFDS 1981

64
69 encourages preparation for the second
6469

coming
boyce robert D the olivet discourse the signs of the times in
eternal perspective SNT 1984 78 80 compares matthew 24 in
the king james version with joseph smith matthew contains a
chart
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hendrix roger A jesus and the destruction and restoration of
jerusalem SNT 1980 92
95 details the prophecies and fulfill9295
ment of the destruction and rebuilding of jerusalem
horton george A joseph smith matthew profiting from prophecy
in the pearl of great price revelationsfrom
revelations from god ed by H donl
peterson and charles D tatejr
tate
patejr
jr 197 212 provo religious studies
Tatejr
center BYU 1989 discusses the prophecies of the matthaean
Mat
matthean
thean
apocalyptic discourse as found in the pearl of great price
mcconkle
mcconkie bruce R the millennial messiah the second coming of
the son of man salt lake city deseret book 1982 expounds on
the latter day events that are to precede the second coming
meservy keith H jesus and josephus told of the destruction of jerusalem SBSS 1987 195 217 discusses the prophecy of jesus
concerning the destruction of jerusalem and shows how it was
fulfilled

penrose charles W the language of prophecy MS 71 9 sept 1909
568 71 addresses questions from the gospels concerning christ
coming as a thief in the night drinking jesus cup and the
comforters relationship to christ
peterson H donl the fall of jerusalem ensign 2 may 1972 58
38 42
shows how jesus prophecies of the destruction of jerusalem came
to pass
richards legrand be ye prepared ensign 11 nov 1981 27 29
refers to several parables pointing to the second coming
seely david R the olivet discourse SS 5391 404 discusses the
apocalyptic discourse and the parable of the ten virgins
siil
sill
sin sterling W this same jesus IE june 1963 484 87 testifies
siu
that jesus will come again
E
talmage james ejesus
the christ salt lake city deseret book 1982
jesus
covers the life of christ from his antemortal role to his expected
second coming
1
I have a question ensign 5 june 1975 22 23
Taylo
lewis
taylora
taylorj
J
taylor
rJ
considers how the warnings in matthew 25 can be applied to the
latter days
wolfe walter M the second coming of christ MS 65 23 july 1903
465 70 reviews the signs of the second coming as portrayed in
matthew 24
yam david H
ajr jr the messianic expectation ensign 2 apr
aar 1972
14 22 defines the role of messiah shows how ancient prophets
foresaw and predicted jesus advent distinguishes between the
first and second coming of christ noting the characteristics of
both

hjr
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exemplary life
carry
cany your cross BYUDFS 1986 87 136 42 remarvin J cant
ashton marvinj
18 feb 1988 69 71 shows that latter day
printed in na
ensign
n5
cany
saints carry
cant rather than display their crosses compare matthew

1624
lessons from the master BYUDFS 1987 88 151 58 gives
examples of righteousness from jesus life
YUFDS 1981
ivan
barrett ivanj
YUFDS
ivanaJ walking in the footsteps of jesus B
1981
135 43 recommends following jesus example as he grew to
maturity
bennion lowell L jesus loved people instructor 100 june 1965
240 41 offers examples of jesus love for the people he encountered
jesus taught for god not for himself instructor 101 mar
1966 106 7 recommends following jesus avoidance of self
serving motivations in teaching
benson ezra taft jesus christ our savior and redeemer ensign 20
june 1990 2 6 highlights qualities of jesus and shows how
people should respond to them
your charge to increase in wisdom and favor with god and
man new era 9 sept 1979 40 45 asks youth to follow jesus
path of maturation
brookbank thomas W concerning the temptations christ endured
MS 75 20 nov 1913 760 64 shows how lessons can be learned
from the accounts of the temptation of jesus
hales robert D lessons from the atonement that help Us to endure
to the end ensign 15 nov 1985 18 21 shows how the attitude of jesus in gethsemane and golgotha can be emulated by the
saints

hammond

F melvin
P

trying to be like jesus ensign 24 may 1994

82 83 reviews jesus model behavior
82
holland jeffrey R the inconvenient messiah BYUDFS 1981
198182
76 83 reprinted in ensign 14 feb 1984 68 73 points out the
discipline and concentrated discipleship that are needed to follow
jesus example
hunter howard W he invites Us to follow him ensign 24 sept
1994 2 5 invites church members to pattern their lives after

jesus
toy salt lake city deseret book
mat
joy
have
that we might havejoy
Hav
huvejoy
huu

1994

many of the speeches in this collection relate to the gospels
what manner of men ought ye to be ensign 24 may 1994
64 pleads that church members look to christ as the ultimate
standard
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jacobs J smith 1 I would follow in his footsteps instructor 102
june 1967 244 45 discusses areas where one can follow jesus
example
kempton sheryl condie to be loved by perfect love johns special
message of the savior ensign 6 july 1976 54 57 shows insight
in the relationship between jesus and the apostle john culls from
scriptural teachings and experiences
kimbail spencer W jesus the perfect leader ensign 9 aug 1979v
kimball
kimbau
1979
5 7 contrasts jesus as a model leader with tragic leaders of the
past
madsen truman G christ and the inner life salt lake city bookcraft
1978 demonstrates christs influence in our personal lives
maxwell neal A meek and lowly BYUDFS 1986 87 52 63 shows
how jesus exemplified meekness
what characteristics make a religious leader instructor 99
feb 1964 48 49 illustrates leadership characteristics with jesus
as the model
mckay david 0 the man of galilee instructor 88 apr
aar 1953 97 98
shows how jesus exemplified peace goodwill and reverence for

god
monson thomas S never alone ensign
howjesus
how jesus exhibited compassion

21 may 1991

59 62 shows

penrose charles W the language of prophecy MS 71 9 sept 1909
568 71 addresses questions from the gospels concerning christ
coming as a thief in the night drinking jesus cup and the comforters relationship to christ
forters
petersen mark E in his steps instructor 102 jan 1967 10 12
names several characteristics of the historical jesus as worthy of
imitation
sya
romney marion G jesus christ mans great exemplar SY
sy99 may
1967 lists several facets of jesus life recommending them for
emulation
sonne alma the bedrock of spirituality SY
25 feb 1953 sees the
sy25
gospels as a work of art lists several traits of jesus
tanner N eldon leading as the savior led new era 7 qune
oune
june 1977
4 7 lists leadership qualities exemplified by jesus
tanner obert C christs idealsfor
ideals por
for living salt lake city deseret sunday
school union board 1955 contains sunday school lessons describing character traits exhibited in the life of jesus republished
several times
whetten david A sir we would see jesus ensign 8 oct 1978
5 7 dwells on four appealing characteristics in the life of jesus
1 his intimate knowledge of each person
2 his ability to
empathize with others trials 3 his perfect love for all and
4 his divine power
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festivals
anderson richard lloyd 1 I have a question ensign 5 june 1975
20 21 confronts the question of whether or not the last supper
was a jewish passover
brown S kent extracanonical literature the dead sea scrolls and the
new testament SNT 1980 45 49 discusses points of contact
between the dead sea scrolls and the new testament including
the expectation of a messianic unfolding of law the temple and
festivals
dahl paul E the temple sacrifices and feasts of the new testament
SNT 1984 95 101 details cultic activity that was prevalent in the
holy land during the time of jesus ministry
draper richard D home life at the time of christ ensign 17 sept
1987 56 59 discusses such phases of domestic life as house
designs weddings and festival meals

firmage edwin brown the week of the atoning sacrifice salt lake
institute of religion devotional 20 jan 1980 reviews the events
of the last few days of jesus life includes connecting typologies
from abrahams near sacrifice of isaac and the feast of the
passover
haight david B jesus Is our savior ensign 12 may 1982 73 75
rebells the final passover meal of jesus the passion and the
retells

resurrection
hunter howard W christ our passover ensign 15 may 1985
17 19 explains the passover and relates the celebration to christ
as recorded in the gospels
kenley lynn G the passover bridge of the old and new testaments
SNT 1980 109 10 recommends procedures for celebrating passover seders claims that the passover adumbrated jesus paschal
sacrifice
nelson william

symbols from the scriptures that testify of christ
oune 1973 24 27 discusses symbols like manna bread
ensign 3 june
trees vines and branches
pratt john P passover was it symbolic of his coming ensign 24
jan 1994 38 45 shows the symbolism of the passover relative
to jesus sacrifice and points out the significance of the timing of
the passover and the atonement
read lenet H symbols of the harvest old testament holy days and
the lords ministry ensign 5 jan 1975 32 36 shows how
aspects of jewish holidays including the sacrifice of the paschal
lamb relate to jesus mission
sjodahl
jannel
sjodahljanne
cannel
Janne M day of atonement MS 77 25 mar 1915 184 86
explains the israelite rite associated with the day of atonement
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treseder terry W passover promises fulfilled in the last supper
ensign 20 apr
aar 1990 19 23 shows how such passover elements as the sacrificial lamb the fruit of the vine and unleavened
bread became integrated into the last supper

foreordination
brown S kent C wilfred griggs and thomas W mackay footnotes
to the gospels ensign 4 oct 1974 52 54 offers selected
commentary on passages in matthew luke and john deals with
johns prologue and the infancy narratives
cowan richard 0 preparation for the ministry in lectures on jesus
the christ 41 60 provo extension publications 1963 discusses
jesus antemortal activity and aspects of the gospels from the annunciation to jesus temptation by satan
schaelling J phillip the prologue of john SS 5127
39 comments
512739
on several themes found in johns prologue
smith eldred G who Is jesus ensign 6 may 1976 67 69 ponders
the premortal and historical jesus
E jesus the christ salt lake city deseret book 1982
talmage james ejesus
covers the career of christ from his antemortal role to his expected second coming
van orden bruce A the last months of jesus ministry SNT 1984
19 22 discusses jesus reference to his existence before abraham
the healing of the blind man on the sabbath and the good
shepherd

gospels in general
andersen todd G the gospels made whole one complete story of
jesus christ provo best books 1986 harmonizes the gospels
taken from the king james version the joseph smith translation
the book of mormon the doctrine and covenants the pearl of
great price and teachings of the prophetjoseph
prophet joseph smith
boyd the testimony of luke SS 588 108 delioyd
uoyd
anderson richard lloyd
fends lukes authorship and historical reliability notes specific
areas of emphasis in luke
brown S kent 1 I have a question ensign 5 aug 1975 25 answers
why the evangelists wrote the gospels in spite of the impending
apostasy
the testimony of mark SS 561 87 discusses the classical
questions of authorship and dating summarizes modem critical
studies and explains marks outstanding characteristics
brown S kent C wilfred griggs and thomas W mackay footnotes
to the gospels ensign 4 oct 1974 52 54 offers selected
commentary on passages in matthew luke and john deals with
johns prologue and the infancy narratives
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footnotes to the gospels ensign 5 mar 1975 34 35
comments on passages from matthew 18 19 mark 10 and luke
9 19

budge william the only true gospel or the primitive christian
np 1879 A tract republished in ben E rich
faith liverpool ap
np nd contains
ed scrap book of mormon literature ap
missionary oriented material from the new testament
testamentand and the latter day saints SBSS
carmack john K the new testament
1987 1 21 declares generally the latter day saint belief in the
new testament based on rational evidence and revelation focusing on its central ideas and their influence abroad
dunford C kent the genesis of the new testament new era 2
dec 1972 38 41 briefly surveys the writing of the books of the

new testament
griggs C wilfred the testimony of john SS 5109 26 discusses the
date and authorship of john points out old testament allusions
and the dualistic notion of light and darkness
ejoseph smith transjuile
julle
julie melville hite comps the
andjulie
Th joseph
andjulis
steven
stevena
hite stevenj
StevenJJ and
lation of the four gospels orem utah saj publishing 1989
this harmony of the gospels from the joseph smith translation
shows textual changes made by the prophet
keller roger R mark and luke two facets of a diamond SBSS 1990
apostolic
nonapostolic
83 98 analyzes the peculiar concerns of the two non
evangelists mark and luke shows how both contribute to a fuller
understanding of jesus ministry
lambert neal E and richard H cracroft the powerful voices of the
gospels new era 3 jan 1973 36 43 discusses the peculiar
emphases of each evangelist
ludlow daniel H A companion to your study of the new testament
salt lake city deseret book 1982 provides a verse by verse
commentary on the four gospels
selections from the
ludlow daniel H ed jesus and his gospel selectionsfrom
encyclopedia ofmormonism
of mormonism salt lake city deseret book 1994
macmillans
millans encyclopedia of
reprints the main articles from Mac
mormonism 1992 that relate to jesus and his teachings
mcconkie bruce R doctrinal new testament commentary the
gospels salt lake city bookcraft 1965 provides a lengthy discussion on the gospels using a harmony format includes frequent
references to the joseph smith translation
IE 61 apr
mckay david 0 he Is risen he Is not here LE
aar 1958
222 23 283 comments on eyewitness accounts of the resurrected christ also reviews the testimonies of mark and luke
concerning the resurrection
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millet robert L joseph smith and the gospel of matthew BYU
studies 25 summer 1985 67 84 emphasizes several unique
traits of the gospel of matthew such as its emphasis on the
church and jesus relationship to judaism
JST and the synoptic gospels literary style in the joseph
the
thejst
theist

smith translation the restoration of plain and precious things
ed by monte S nyman and robert L millet 147 62 provo religious studies center BYU 1985 shows how the joseph smith
translation adds to and illuminates what is known from the king
james version
the testimony of matthew SS 538 60 defines what a gospel
is discusses the synoptic problem and matthews points of

emphasis
mitchell james P the gospels the legacy of four great witnesses
SNT 1984 1 4 traces the process by which the gospels came
into being from the oral to canonized stages refers to extracanonical writings to demonstrate the reliability of the gospels
nyman monte S third nephi the fifth gospel or the first gospel
SNT 1980 156 59 shows several parallels between selected passages in the gospels and 3 nephi
nyman monte S and richard L anderson 1 I have a question ensign
4 sept 1974 74 75 briefly discusses the fragmentary versus the
unified production of the sermon on the mount and the lack of
greater detail about jesus in the gospels
patch robert C the gospel in the gospels ensign 4 sept 1974
38 41 gives brief overview of the four gospels describing the
salient features of each
penrose charles W ingersolls
Inger solls best argument ever advanced against
ingersolli
IE 1 jan 1898 145 64 challenges ingersolls
Ingersolls
ingersolli
christianity LE
skeptical view of the reliability of the gospels treats such issues
as the agreement among the gospels and the supernatural events
contained therein
richards grant L the new testament as literature SNT 1984 134 37
treats the gospel narratives from the standpoint of plot character
and theme
ricks eldin story of the life of christ salt lake city deseret press
1977 harmonizes the gospels to tell a chronological story
riddle chauncy C interpreting the new testament SBSS 1987
263 78 deals with the place of the new testament in daily life
and various suggestions for interpreting it
rogers thomas F the gospel of john as literature BYU studies 28
summer 1988 67 80 appraises the literary quality of john
showing it to be a masterpiece of composition
sonne alma the bedrock of spirituality sy25 feb 1953 sees the
gospels as a work of art lists several traits of jesus
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stout robert T 1 I have a question ensign 5 sept 1975 37
38
3738
discusses lukes qualifications to write the book of acts
swensen russel B the gospel ofjohn
of john salt lake city deseret sunday
school union 1945 gospel doctrine manual for 1946 considers
the setting of many incidents in john
the synoptic gospels salt lake city deseret sunday school
union board 1944 gospel doctrine manual for 1945 contains
instruction concerning many issues in synoptic studies corresponding lesson material was located throughout the year in the
instructor
todd jay M our new light on jesus mortal life and teachings
oan 1995 31 49 discusses the joseph smith translcan
ensign 25 jan
ation of the gospels
wilcox S michael the beatitudes pathway to the savior ensign 21
jan 1991 19 23 lists and comments on the principal features
of the beatitudes
wolfe walter M the personality of christ MS 65 29 jan 1903
65 69 contrasts early heresies
her esies about christ with what was said
about him in the gospels
wooley jed F the testimony of john the evangelist MS 64 20 nov
1902 737 40 discusses the prologue of john
yam david H jr some metaphysical reflections on the gospel of
yamor
john NTC 67 72 reprinted in david H yam
yamjr
jr yde
the gospel
god man and truth salt lake city deseret book 1965 181 89
discusses ontology and duality in the fourth gospel
96 nov 1961 364 65
whence the four gospels instructor
instructor96
396 gives a brief summary of the peculiar traits of each gospel

genealogy
S
Sjodahl
anne
dahi
dahl JJanne
jodahl
jo
bodahl
sjodahljanne

M

two genealogies of jesus

IE 29

feb 1926

343 45 explains the reason for jesus divergent genealogies in
matthew and luke

herod
gary L reappraising herod the great SNT 1980 111 113
gives a historical study of herod

uniker

Kl
klumker

holy ghost
lioyd 1 I have a question ensign 5 mar 1975
anderson richard lloyd
hoyd
30 3 11 answers a two pronged question why did jesus convert
so few people during his ministry and was the holy ghost as yet
inoperative
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faust james E the gift of the holy ghost a sure compass ensign
19 may 1989 31 33 discourses on the comforter spoken of in
john
penrose charles W ancient scripture and the living spirit MS 72
10 feb 1910 88 91 explains the functions of the holy ghost
the language of prophecy MS 71 9 sept 1909 568 71 addresses questions from the gospels concerning christ coming as a
thief in the night drinking jesus cup and the comforters relationship
tion ship to christ

4

holy land travels
anderson richard lloyd the path of jesus the full dimension new
era 7 feb 1977 20 24 reflects on the geographical setting of
jesus ministry
brown hugh B this same jesus ensign 1 dec 1971 134 35 reports a trip to the holy land where the speaker visited several
significant sites in the life of jesus
chadwick jeffrey R where jesus walked using your trip to israel in
the classroom SNT 1984 81 82 suggests the value of geographical orientation in church educational system classes
isaacson thorpe B A visit to the holy land IE 57 dec 1954
892 93 reports on sites visited that were prominent in the life of
jesus
1961
kimball spencer W the unforgettable holy land IE 64 june iggi
1961
422 25 reviews scenes from the old testament and the gospels
as seen on a trip to israel
aar
lee harold B 1 I walked today where jesus walked ensign 2 apr
1972 2 7 recounts a visit to several notable places in the life of
jesus
1
syo
I walked today where jesus walked SY
10 dec 1958 reSYQ
counts recent visit to the holy land ponders some of the events
earthlyjesus
jesus
and sayings of the earthly
smith eldred G three days in the tomb ensign 4 may 1974 96
97
9697
reports on scenes from the last days of christ as seen while on a
tour of the holy land

jewish backgrounds old testament culture
bennion lowell L jesus and the prophets dialogue 12 winter 1979
101
96 10
loi1 compares jesus to other prophets claims following max
webers distinction that jesus was both an emissary and an exemplary prophet
brandt edward J the hebrew background of the new testament
SBSS 1978 58 71 among other things cites a number of Jjesus
esus
logia with their specific old testament antecedents
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brown S kent the dead sea scrolls A mormon perspective BYU
studies 23 winter 1983 49 66 notes similarities and differences between recorded materials in the dead sea scrolls and
early jewish christianity takes into account what is known about
john the baptist and jesus
extracanonical literature the dead sea scrolls and the new
testament SNT 1980 45
49 discusses points of contact between
4549
the dead sea scrolls and the new testament including the expectation of a messianic unfolding of law the temple and festivals
campbell eugene E the physical and political setting of the new
testament NTC 34 42 describes the impact of the herodian
ean house contains charts
Hasmon
family and the hasmonaean
hasmonean
dahl paul E the political social religious and historical background
of the new testament SNT 1980 63 68 discusses the hellenistic
and jewish setting for the new testament and comments on the
various jewish sects
the setting of the new testament ensign 13 july 1983
68 75 provides political social religious and historical backHasmonean
ground to the new testament emphasizes greek and hasmonaean
hasmonean
influences
dunford C kent the new testament world from the writings of
12 shows valuable information on the
josephus SNT 1984 108
10812
ios
los
setting of the new testament through the writings of josephus
gileadi avraham 1 I have a question ensign 5 feb 1975 44 45
addresses the jewish expectation of a messiah
graham william creighton the jewish world in which jesus lived
177
16177
IE 39 jan 1936 16
17 52 56 describes the setting of the new
1617
testament from the standpoint of old testament political circumstances hellenism and contemporary jewish sectarianism
green lynn M rome and jewry A conflict of cultures SNT 1984
117 20 describes tensions between hellenism and traditional
11720
judaism in jesus world
hunter howard W christ our passover ensign 15 may 1985
17
19 explains the passover and relates the celebration to christ
1719
as recorded in the gospels
ludlow victor L isaiah as taught by the new testament apostles
SBSS 1987 149 59 compares the various uses of isaiah by
matthew other gospel writers paul and peter
euls T rasmussen robert C patch and noel B
euis
matthews robert J ellis
reynolds 1 I have a question ensign 5 jan 1975 22 25 addresses questions on jesus miracles his use of the hebrew scriptures his rejection by contemporary jews and the meaning of the
word gospel
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1980 132 34
mcconkie mark L jewish scriptures in jesus day SNT
snt1980
claims that the jews of jesus day were acquainted with writings
that are not in the current bible
millet robert L looking beyond the mark insights from the JST into
first century judaism in the joseph smith translation the resto
toration of plain and precious things ed by monte S nyman
and robert L millet 201 14 provo religious studies center BYU
1985 gives examples of how the joseph smith translation enlightens our understanding of the legal and spiritual condition of
judaism at the time of christ
ogden D kelly jesus and the temple ensign 21 apr
aar 1991 12 19
contains a detailed description of herods
hernds temple notes passages
from the gospels that mention the temple
ogden D kelly and R val johnson all the prophets prophesied of
christ ensign 24 jan 1994 31 37 contains a brief introductory essay and several charts showing prophecies and scriptural
citations concerning jesus life and mission
petersen roger K and P gary esterholdt harmonizing hebraism and
1984 128 30 argues that the merging of two
hellenism SNT
snt1984
distinct cultures facilitated the missionary effort in the roman
world
pryor keith H the greatest story ever foretold ensign 21 dec
1991 18 25 juxtaposes old testament prophecies about christ
with their new testament fulfillments
read lenet H symbols of the harvest old testament holy days and
the lords ministry ensign 5 qan
oan
jan 1975 32 36 shows how
aspects of jewish holidays including the sacrifice of the paschal
lamb relate to jesus mission
ricks stephen D and shirley S ricks jewish religious education in
the meridian of time ensign 17 oct 1987 60 62 briefly
describes forms of religious devotion observed during jesus lifelearn
time describes what jewish boys were expected to leam
samaritans
robinson 0 preston jesus and the samaritana
Samar
itans instructor 95 apr
aar
1960 114 15 gives background on who the samaritana
samaritans
Samar
itans were
and why they were despised by the jews notes jesus positive
attitude toward them
robinson stephen E the law after christ ensign 13 sept 1983
68 73 demonstrates how jesus fulfilled the law
the setting of the gospels SS 510 37 describes the hellenistic
and jewish background of jesus period on earth
rogers lewis max the dead sea scrolls relevance for the new testament NTC 22 33 discusses similarities and differences between
the dead sea scrolls and the accounts about jesus
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shepherd burl when rome conquered judea instructor 99 jan
1964 10 11 13 describes the transition between the hasmonaean
ean
hasmonean
Hasmon
and roman control of judea
swensen russel B the samaritana
samaritans
modem instructor
Samar
itans ancient and modern
97 apr
aar 1962 114 15 describes the ethnic derivation and
beliefs of the samaritana
samaritans
Samar
itans
tanner obert C the new testament speaks salt lake city deseret
news press 1937
1037
1957 discusses the geographical political and religious settings of the new testament also discusses sources of
our knowledge of jesus both canonical and non
noncanonical
canonical
valletta thomas R johns testimony of the bread of life SBSS 1990
173 88 points out several exodus types and shadows from john 6
walton michael the jewish jesus sunstone 7 nov dec 1982
5 9 argues that jesus was more a jewish reformer than an instigator of a new religion sees the gentile christians as responsible
for setting up a unique system with jesus
yam david H
ajr jr the messianic expectation ensign 2 apr
aar 1972
14 22 defines the role of messiah shows how ancient prophets
foresaw and predicted jesus advent distinguishes between the
first and second coming of christ noting the characteristics of
both

hjr

essenes
Es
zealous
Zealots
Pharis ees sadducees espenes
senes zealots
jewish Sect
arians pharisees
sectarians
Pharis ees and the publicans
Public ans A study of attibradford reed H the pharisees
tudes instructor 95 jan 1960 32 34 draws lessons on how
ans as portrayed
Pharis ees and public
we sometimes resemble the pharisees
publicans
in the gospels
graham william creighton the jewish world in which jesus lived
16 17 52 56 describes the setting of the new
JE 39 jan 1936 1617
IE
testament from the standpoint of old testament political circumstances hellenism and contemporary jewish sectarianism
holbrook gordon B jesus and the jewish leaders A comparison of
educational philosophies SNT 1980 96 99 shows the opposition between jesus and sectarian leaders
JE 68 dec
hunter howard W organization of the church of christ IE
1965 1145 47 addresses the question when was the church
organized also names characteristics of the primitive church
ludlow victor L major jewish groups in the new testament ensign
5 jan 1975 26 29 explains the following groups samaritana
samaritans
Samar
itans
essenes
Es
Zea
senes and
zealous
lots publicans
Pharis ees espenes
zealots
public ans scribes sadducees pharisees
nazarenus
nazarenes
Naza
renes

4
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matthews robert J ellis T rasmussen robert C patch and noel B
reynolds 1 I have a question ensign 5 can
oan
jan 1975 22 25
addresses questions on jesus miracles his use of the hebrew
scriptures his rejection by contemporary jews and the meaning
of the word gospel
millet robert L looking beyond the mark why many did not accept
the messiah ensign 17 july 1987 60 64 explains why jews in
the first century largely rejected jesus as the messiah notes especially rejection of living oracles and corrupted concepts of the law
IE 15 feb 1912
rolapp henry H the pharisee and the publican LE
311 15 gives a didactic commentary on the brief parable describing the modes of prayer by the pharisee and publican

john the baptist

wa
w7

banham paul H A voice in the wilderness instructor 97 mar 1962
96 97 refers to qualities of john the baptist and suggests we emulate them
barton peggy john the baptist salt lake city deseret book 1978
details in personal form the highlights of johns career
carrington albert ed john the baptist MS 42 6 dec 1880 769 72
summarizes scriptural information about john the baptist from the
announcement of his birth to his appearance to joseph smith and
oliver cowdery speculates that he might have been the elias
who bestowed keys in the kirtland temple
green doyle L jesus feeds the multitude LE
IE 60 aug 1957 564 65
584 85 comments on the beheading of john the baptist the
walking on the water the feeding of the thousands and the bread
of life discourse
gygi alma E john the baptist A voice in the wilderness salt lake
np 1978 A pamphlet recounting the mission of john the
city ap
baptist from his premortal foreordination to his bestowal of the
aaronic priesthood keys to joseph smith and oliver cowdery
joan 0 john the baptist SNT 1984 121 23 discusses the
jensen
jensenjoan
mission of john the baptist in relation to that of jesus
runner to prepare the way for
kimball david P necessity of a fore
forerunner
the coming of jesus MS 27 15 apr
aar 1865 229 30 compares
john the baptist with joseph smith as forerunners for their respective dispensations
matthews robert J A burning light an appreciation for john the baptist SNT 1980 123 27 approaches the mission of john the
baptist with an imaginary dialogue between an inquirer and john
A burning light the lepe
john the baptist
ofjohn
lefe
tohn
life and ministry of
provo BYU press 1972 details what is known about john the
baptist largely relying on LDS sources particularly the joseph
smith translation
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heavenly treasure in earthly vessels in calp
california
Calrornia know
cair
your religion speeches 17 36 BYU california center 1972 1973
highlights important aspects in the life of john the baptist and
reviews his relationship with jesus
john the baptist A burning and a shining light ensign 2
sept 1972 72 79 chronicles and reflects on john the baptists
life and preaching includes insights from modem revelation
there Is not a greater prophet the ministry of john the baptist ensign 21 jan 1991 13 17 reports the ministry of john
the baptist from the gospels and modem revelation
A voice in the wilderness an interview with john the baptist
SS 5160 74 creates an imaginary dialogue between an inquirer
and various people who knew john the baptist
matthews robert J and victor L ludlow 1 I have a question ensign
4 sept 1974 16 17 discusses the nature of john the baptists
baptisms and the function of synagogues
JE
67 jan
oan 1964 14 15 discan
smith joseph fielding your question 167
767
cusses the question of why an angel instead of zacharias ordained
john the baptist to the aaronic priesthood

mary
10 12
black susan easton mary his mother ensign 21 jan 1991 1012
recounts the exemplary actions of jesus mother
done willard women of the bible the virgin mary MS 85 22 feb
1923 113 18 1 mar 1923 129 34 reflects on the character
of mary
mary was espoused to joseph
durham reed Cajr jr
instructor
ouly 1967 264 65 explains in detail the meaning of mary
102 july
being espoused to tojoseph
joseph
kempton sheryl condie magnifying the lord marys example for Us
ensign 10 dec 1980 44 45 shows how marys character traits
are worthy of emulation
IE 65 may 1962
robinson linnie fisher mary mother of jesus JE
312 13 352 354 56 extols mary by referring to all passages in
the gospels about her
roundy phyllis ann mary SNT 1980 166 69 comments on the
mother of jesus as described in the gospels
dam janne M mary the mother of jesus MS 77 23 dec 1915
sjodahl
Sjo daW
810 12 pays tribute to mary using sources from scripture and
legend

cjr

ministry
anderson richard lloyd 1 I have a question ensign 5 mar 1975
30 3 11 answers a two pronged question why did jesus convert
so few people during his ministry and was the holy ghost as yet
inoperative
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marvinjJ straightway ensign 13 may 1983 30 32 expounds
ashton marvin
on the synoptic notion of responding to a call immediately
backman robert L jesus the christ ensign 21 nov 1991 8 10
discusses christs contributions his miracles and the atonement
speaks of jesus ministry
22 24
ballard M russell the saviors touch ensign 10 nov 1980 2224
with people to describe
extrapolates from tactile contact jesus had withpeople
modem ways to touch peoples lives
aar
benson ezra taft jesus christ our savior our god ensign 21 apr
1991 2 4 lauds the contributions of jesus ministry and testifies
of his unique power to save
clark J reuben jr behold the lamb of god salt lake city deseret
book 1962 consists of twenty seven sermons and essays centering
on the life and mission of jesus
retells various
he Is risen IE 53 may 1950 364 65 406 rebells
dramatic events in jesus life climaxing in the resurrection
1 am
LE 46 jan 1943
I
12 1133
the resurrection and the life IE
61 63

this national radio address reviews selected events in

jesus ministry
jesus the christ creator and redeemer sy22 may 1956
refers to events in the life of jesus relates the feeding of the
elijahs
elijass
jahs similar miracle
5000 to Eli
cowan richard 0 the lord opens his ministry in lectures on
jesus the christ 61 76 provo extension publications 1963
comments on several events in jesus life including the calling
caning of
the twelve the conversation at caesarea philippi and the
transfiguration
IE 65 dec 1962
critchlow william J jr jesus Is the son of god LE
954 55 creates an imaginative informal court in which a counsel
interviews persons who interacted with jesus in mortality and in
his resurrected state
early judean ministry SS 5188 200 discusses the
edwards kay the earlyjudean
miracle at cana the visit to capernaum the cleansing of the
temple the conversation with nicodemus and jesus identity
gentry leland H the four gospels A deeper look SNT 1980 81 83
focuses on three aspects messianic prophecies jesus birth and
mortal ministry and the atonement and resurrection
gibbons francis M the savior and joseph smith alike yet unlike
ensign 21 may 1991 32 33 compares and contrasts jesus
christ and joseph smith
LE 37 apr
goodspeed edgar J jesus supreme spiritual leader IE
aar 1934
196 97 view of a non mormon scholar claims that biographies
of jesus tell us more about the biographers than about jesus
speaks of jesus as a teacher sufferer and seeker after god
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29

gospel doctrine sunday school lessons the synoptic gospels salt
lake city deseret sunday school union board 1944 teaches
facets of jesus ministry
green doyle L early days of the lords ministry IE
LE 60 mar 1957
168 71 treats the cleansing of the temple the dialogue with
nicodemus and the conversation with the samaritan woman at
the well
LE 60 feb 1957 96 98 102 disjesus begins his ministry IE
cusses jesus first encounters with his future disciples and the
marriage at cana
LE 60 dec 1957
jesus returns to jerusalem IE
918 20 936
bartimaeus the interaction with
938 considers the healing of Bartimaeus
zacchaeus and the triumphal entry
jesus visits judea IE 60 oct 1957 720 22 763 64 considers
the story of the woman taken in adultery the visit with mary and
martha and the healing of the man bom
born blind
haight david B the sacrament and the sacrifice ensign 19 nov
1989 59 61 reports a dream of seeing the events of jesus ministry including the passion
hales robert D the unique message of jesus christ ensign 24 may
1994 78 80 testifies of various aspects of christs mission
what think ye of christ whom say ye that I1 am ensign 9
may 1979 77 79 explains multiple facets of christs identity as
found in the gospels
hanks marion D behold the man new era 5 dec 1975 37 42
reviews the highlights in jesus life together with some comments
on his character traits
heidenreich john F jesus what manner of man Is he ensign 4
sept 1974 13 15 names and discusses some ofthe
odthe
of the human
qualities of jesus
holbrook gordon B jesus second galilean ministry SNT 1984 15 18
details events related to healings and confrontations
hunter howard W an apostles witness of christ ensign 14 jan
1984 69 7 11 bears witness of what jesus accomplished in the
holy land especially his atonement
IE 71 dec 1968
blessed are those who have not seen LE
105 8 testifies of the divine mission of jesus
come unto me ensign 20 nov 1990 1718
17 18 expounds on
how our burdens become light through christ refers to scenes in
jesus life
reading the scriptures ensign 9 nov 1979 64 65 gives
advice on procedures for scripture study using jesus encounter
with jairus as an illustration
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IE 63 dec 1960 94849
948 49
hunter howard W secretly a disciple JE
notes that joseph of arimathea was secretly a disciple of jesus

and asks if modern
modem people may also share that tendency for the
same reasons
we owe allegiance to sovereignty IE 71 june 1968 79 81
refers to events recorded in the gospels the author argues that
allegiance is appropriate to the state as well as to divine sovereignty
LE 69 dec 1966
1104 5 discusses the spiriwhat Is peace IE
tual properties of peace drawing heavily on events and sayings of
jesus in the new testament
jones shirley P divine authority MS 74 28 mar 1912 193 97
defends the latter day saint claim of the necessity of the priesthood
LE 61 june
kimball spencer W are you a modem nicodemus IE
1958 417 19 expresses disappointment that the good but
unwise nicodemus fell short of reaching his potential wonders
how much the saints today may have the same shortsighted
proclivities
jesus of nazareth ensign 10 dec 1980 3 9 reviews
several events in jesus life and emphasizes that his birth was less
important than his death
lansdell henry christs attitude and example as to tithing MS 66
10 mar 1904 147 50 argues that the law of tithing was practiced in jesus day and that he observed it
ledbetter curtis E the shepherds flock ensign 3 apr
aar 1973
6 13 discusses the following people who interacted with jesus in
the gospels andrew john the beloved nicodemus mary
martha the rich young ruler mark judas iscariot the two thieves
and mary magdalene
the life and teachings ofjesus
of jesus and the apostles salt lake city the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1978 this manual for
the church educational system contains comments by authorities
of the church relative to jesus ministry
ludlow daniel H ed jesus and his gospel selectionsfrom
selections from the
encyclopedia of
mormonism salt lake city deseret book 1994
ofmormonism
Mac millans encyclopedia of
reprints the main articles from macmillans
mormonism 1992 that relate to jesus and his teachings
maeser karl G character sketch of jesus christ MS 52 13 jan
1890 17 20 reflects on events in jesus life that illustrate his
wisdom and humanity
matthews robert J how jesus dealt with men LE
IE 69 july 1966
622
23 654 55 aug 1966 707 712 13 shows how jesus
62223
reacted to those who rejected his vocation and how he responded
to self righteousness and hypocrisy
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31

5296 311
tradition testimony transfiguration and keys SS 5296311
discusses the hedge around the law of moses and its influence
at the time of jesus as well as sign seeking the conversation at
caesarea philippi and keys and endowment given at the
transfiguration
A answer me ensign 18 nov 1988 31 33
maxwell neal
neala
discusses some of jesus rhetorical questions on subjects such as
what is lawful on the sabbath and the seeking of signs
irony the crust on the bread of adversity ensign 19 may
1989 62 64 illustrates the common experience of ironic
setbacks in human life by referring to adverse contrasts in jesus
career
mcconkie bruce R the mortal Mess
messiah
fab
iab 4 vols salt lake city deseret
book 1979 1981 narrates and reflects on the mortal life of
christ
monson thomas S can
CanIthere
canibere
here any good thing come out of
bere
nazareth ensign 18 oct 1988 2 5 shows that from jesus of
nazareth came the prototypal baptism healing and life in the
place of death
can there any good thing come out of nazareth IE 71 june
1968 100 101 refers to several incidents in jesus life to argue
that out of nazareth came the ultimate personality
the paths jesus walked ensign 22 sept 1992 2 6
discusses several figurative paths jesus walked including pain
obedience service and prayer
the search for jesus IE 68 dec 1965 1158 60 refers to
several events in jesus life with the theme of finding him
morton william A truly he was a prophet of god MS 69 7 nov
1907 705 8 compares jesus christ and joseph smith
14
mumford thomas M jesus begins his ministry SNT 1984 12
1214
discusses the calling of the twelve the conversations with
nicodemus and the woman at the well
nyman monte S he that Is not with me Is against me SS 5251 61
discusses the casting out of devils the idea of a kingdom divided
against itself the sin against the holy ghost and sign seekers
petersen mark E campus speech SY 15 dec 1946 testifies of the
reality of jesus mission refers to several types of iniquity identified by jesus
225 30
reynolds george the thief on the cross IE 1I feb 1898 22530
addresses the meaning of christs statement that the thief would
join him in paradise
ricks eldin the victorious life SBSS 1978 49 57 comments on
jesus experience with storms the wind tossed sea and on peter
walking on the water
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ricks stephen D no prophet Is accepted in his own country SS
5201 12 discusses jesus rejection in nazareth and his accepforeshaw
samaritans
tance by the samaritana
Samar
itans shows how those two reactions foreshad
owed the later reception during the christian missionary period
romney marion G except a man be bom again ensign 11 nov
1981 14 15 tells of jesus intercessory prayer john 17 and his
conversation with nicodemus
skousen W cleon days of the living christ 2 vols salt lake city
ensign publishing 1992 discusses jesus life and ministry includes
suggestions for reflection
smith douglas H what think ye of christ ensign 18 may 1988
26 27 testifies of christs ministry
smith eldred G who Is jesus ensign 6 may 1976 67 69 ponders
the premortal and historical jesus
talmage james IS jesus the christ salt lake city deseret book 1982
covers the life of christ from his antemortal role to his expected
second coming
IE 65 nov 1962
talmage john R an assignment its fulfillment JE
806 9 explains the procedures in the writing of james E talmages
Tal mages
balmages
jesus the christ
tanner obert C christs idealsfor
ideals tor
for living salt lake city deseret sunday school union board 1955 contains sunday school lessons
describing character traits exhibited in the life of jesus republished several times
new testament studies salt lake city department of education
1932 used as a teaching aid for LDS students covers the life of
jesus revised manual was retitled the new testament speaks
van orden bruce A the last months of jesus ministry SNT 1984
19 22 discusses jesus reference to his existence before abraham
the healing of the blind man on the sabbath and the good

shepherd
west franklin L the apostles and the primitive church salt lake city
deseret book 1964 the first three chapters describe the apostles
relationship to the historical jesus
VA
JE 29 jan 1926
bitney
fitney orson F the divinity of jesus christ IE
whitney
219 27 testifies to several gospel events shares a dream of
witnessing the scene in gethsemane

miracles
cannon donald Q miracles meridian and modem SBSS 1990 23 38
juxtaposes miracles of similar types from the last two dispensations
clark J reuben jr jesus the christ creator and redeemer SY
oark
dark
22 may 1956 refers to events in the life of jesus relates the
feeding of the 5000 to Eli
elijahs
elijass
jahs similar miracle
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sx
ax

11 dec 1951
sy11
who was this jesus SY
1951 refers to jesus as the

creator of galaxies and as a performer of earthly miracles
green doyle L fishers of men IE 60 apr
aar 1957 236 38 refers to an
early healing jesus messianic claim at nazareth and the calling of
peter and andrew
jesus chooses twelve apostles JE
IE 60 june 1957 384 86
464 67 considers the healing at bethesda the walking through a
field of grain on the sabbath the ordination of the twelve the
raising of the youth of nain and an anointing of jesus by a woman
JE 60 aug 1957 564 65 584 85
jesus feeds the multitude IE
comments on the beheading of john the baptist the walking on
the water the feeding of the thousands and the bread of life
discourse
jesus visits judea IE 60 oct 1957 720 22 763 64
considers the story of the woman taken in adultery the visit with
mary and martha and the healing of the man bom blind
IE 60 nov 1957 807 9 880 81
the raising of lazarus JE
discusses the controversy of healing on the sabbath the raising of
lazarus the healing of the ten lepers and the conversation with
the rich young man
hall H tracy A scientist looks at the miracles of jesus instructor
101 mar 1966 86 87 acknowledges the reality of miracles and
emphasizes the principle of faith
hatch aaron L miracles of jesus SNT 1980 91 asserts the modem
relevance of jesus miracles
hinckley gordon B the empty tomb bore testimony ensign 18
may 1988 65 68 refers to jesus raising people from the dead
and his resurrection
holbrook gordon B jesus second galilean ministry SNT 1984 15 18
details events related to healings and confrontations
hunter howard W the god that doest wonders ensign 19 may
1989 15 17 recounts the miracles of jesus resurrection being
the greatest of all
master the tempest Is raging ensign 14 nov 1984 33 35
applies lessons derived from the account of jesus stilling the storm
11 feb 1947 speaks of
kimball spencer W campus speech SY
sy11
miracles and emphasizes the raising of lazarus
lee david F 1 I have a question ensign 14 oct 1984 30 31
explains the significance of peter and jesus walking on the water
madsen ann N wilt thou be made whole medicine and healing in
the time of jesus SBSS 1990 113 28 discusses modes of
healing in egypt greece and israel in antiquity notes jesus
experiences with healing

syll
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the miracles of jesus instructor

102 may 1967
211 12 lists and summarizes issues dealing with the miraculous

matthews robert J

ft

element of jesus ministry
jesus provo BYU press 1968 analyzes each
ofjesus
the miracles of
miracle of jesus showing the background purpose and special
considerations
matthews robert J ellis T rasmussen robert C patch and noel B
reynolds 1 I have a question ensign 5 jan 1975 22 25
addresses questions on jesus miracles his use of the hebrew
scriptures his rejection by contemporary jews and the meaning
of the word gospel
patch robert C the miracles of jesus in lectures on jesus the
christ 92 121 provo extension publications 1963 cites LDS
sources to comment on jesus miracles
penrose charles W ingersolts
solTs
Inger
ingersolls
ingersolli
solls best argument ever advanced against
LE 1 jan 1898 145 64 challenges Inger
christianity IE
ingersolls
ingersolli
solls
skeptical view of the reliability of the gospels treats such issues
as the agreement among the gospels and the supernatural events
contained therein
reeve rex Cajr jr the miracles of jesus SS 5213 26 argues that
ogues the
catalogues
cataloguer
jesus performed miracles to testify of his divinity Catal
miracles listed in the gospels
ricks eldin the victorious life SBSS 1978 49 57 comments on
jesus experience with storms the wind tossed sea and on peter
walking on the water
stapley delbert L easter thoughts ensign 6 may 1976 76 78
testifies that the miracles of jesus are true
E
talmage james ejesus
the christ salt lake city deseret book 1982
jesus
covers the life of christ from his antemortal role to his expected
second coming

cjr

new testament scholarship
berrett william E how to teach the new testament

LE 64 may
IE

314 17 340 342 45 responds to the modem view that
the new testament is antiquated recommends reading the new
testament in light of the other standard works for example
studying the sermon on the mount as portrayed in 3 nephi
best books on the life of jesus IE 1 dec 1898 135 37 refers
to the gospels as memoirs of jesus the best sources of jesus
1961

the

life
JE 57 june 1954 395 99 defends
clark J reuben jr our bible IE
king james version passages of the new testament against more
modem translations which cast doubt on jesus divinity
our lord of the gospels salt lake city deseret book 1954
harmonizes the gospels
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why
king james version salt lake city deseret book
whY the kingjames
1956 this exhaustive study argues for the theological supremacy
of the king james version over the more recent translations
dunford C kent the genesis of the new testament new era 2
dec 1972 38 41 briefly surveys the writing of the books of the

new testament

the new testament canon

sept
1902 577 82 traces the history of the new testament writings
and the process of canonization
griggs C wilfred the apostle john and christian history SBSS 1978
36 48 finds historical value as well as allegory and metaphor in
john treats salient johannine themes in the marriage at cana
nicodemus inquiry and the encounter with the woman at the

folland william H

MS 64 11

well

new
testament texts should be studied on their own terms refutes

the new testament of faith

149

SNT 1988

1

9 argues that

allegations that jesus christ and joseph smith should be understood in an artificially constructed worldview
worldview of magic
hinckley bryant S why read the new testament IE 43 oct 1940
589 627 offers fifteen reasons to read the new testament
julle
julie melville hite comps the joseph smith
andjulis
stevenj
and juile
stevena
hite steven
Steve
nJJ andjulie
s&j publishing
translation of the four gospels orem utah saj
1989 this harmony of the gospels from the joseph smith translation shows textual changes made by the prophet
ludlow daniel H A companion to your study of the new testament
salt lake city deseret book 1982 provides a verse by verse
commentary on the four gospels
lyon T edgar the development of the new testament in the early
christian era NTC 43 54 traces the canonization of the new

testament

the new testament why read it new era 3 feb

1973
14 15 reports what several prominent figures have said about

the bible
matthews robert J A greater portrayal of the master ensign 13
mar 1983 6 13 notes several ways the joseph smith
translation alters biblical passages on the life of christ
matthews robert J ellis T rasmussen robert C patch and noel B
reynolds 1 I have a question ensign 5 can
oan
jan 1975 22 25
addresses questions on jesus miracles his use of the hebrew
scriptures his rejection by contemporary jews and the meaning
of the word gospel
maxwell neal A the new testament a matchless portrait of the
savior ensign 16 dec 1986 20 27 points out many ways the
new testament illuminates the mission of christ
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millet robert L As delivered from the beginning the formation of
the canonical gospels in apocryphal writings and rde
the latter
day saints ed by C wilfred griggs and robert J matthews
199 213 provo religious studies center BYU 1986 explains the
need to codify the events and teachings of jesus ministry reviews
the peculiar circumstances of each evangelist
JST and the synoptic gospels literary style in the joseph
thejst
the
theist
smith translation the restoration of plain and precious things
ed by monte S nyman and robert L millet 147 62 provo religious studies center BYU 1985 shows how the joseph smith
translation adds to and illuminates what is known from the king

james version
mitchell james P the gospels the legacy of four great witnesses
SNT 1984 1 4 traces the process by which the gospels came
into being from the oral to canonized stages refers to extracanonical writings to demonstrate the reliability of the gospels
nibley hugh W the world and the prophets ed by john W welch
gary P gillum and don E norton vol 3 of CWHN salt lake
city deseret book and FARMS 1987 points out consistencies
between latter day saints and early christians also documents
how early christianity changed into an institution teaching the
learning of men
nyman monte S third nephi the fifth gospel or the first gospel
SNT 1980 156
59 shows several parallels between selected pass15659
ages in the gospels and 3 nephi
sperry sidney B A latter day saint view of the new testament
problems NTC 55 66 treats classical questions on source criticism emphasizes authorship of the gospels
stout robert T 1 I have a question ensign 5 sept 1975 37 38
discusses lukes qualifications to write the book of acts
swensen russel B the gospel ofjobn
john salt lake city deseret sunday
of tohn
school union 1945 gospel doctrine manual for 1946 considers
the setting of many incidents in john
new testament literature A studyfor
study for college students salt
lake city LDS department of education 1940 discusses basic
aspects of the new testament including information on the
gospels
7 be synoptic gospels salt lake city deseret sunday school
the
union board 1944 gospel doctrine manual for 1945 contains
instruction concerning many issues in synoptic studies corresponding lesson material was located throughout the year in the
instructor
JE 65 nov 1962
talmage john R an assignment its fulfillment IE
806 9 explains the procedures in the writing of james E
talmagesjesus
talmages5m5 the christ
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37

7

tanner obert C lewis M rogers and sterling M mcmurrin toward
understanding the new testament salt lake city signature
books 1990 assesses questions raised by critical new testament

4

scholarship
thorp malcolm R james E talmage and the tradition of victorian
Talmages
balmages
lives of jesus sunstone 12 jan 1988 8 13 studies talmages
reliance when producing jesus the christ on scholarly monographs by prominent conservative british scholars
welch john W new testament word studies ensign 23 apr
aar
1993 28 30 comments on greek words for restoration
berfect
endow and perfect
Widtsoe john A Is the new testament translated literally LE
IE 47
widtsoe
july 1944 445 471 points out multiple meanings of some
greek words cautions that subliminal tendencies of the translators are reflected in translations of the new testament

ordinances
anderson J

H

supper
haight david

B

baptism and its essentiality MS 54 30 may 1892
344 46 comments on baptism as found in the gospels and other
new testament writings
anderson richard lloyd the restoration of the sacrament ensign
22 jan 1992 40 46 feb 1992 11 17 surveys the sacrament
historically including the institution of the emblems at the last

remembering the saviors atonement ensign 18
apr
aar 1988 7 13 relates the events and symbolism of the
atonement to the last supper and the sacrament
the sacrament ensign 13 may 1983 12 14 notes several
facets of jesus administration of the sacrament at the last supper
hunter howard W christ our passover ensign 15 may 1985
17 19 explains the passover and relates the celebration to christ
as recorded in the gospels
jackson kent P the bread of life SS 5288 95 briefly comments on
the feeding of the five thousand the walking on water and the
bread of life sermon
madsen truman G christ and the sacrament in christ and the
inner life 39 42 salt lake city bookcraft 1978 reflects on the
meaning of the emblems administered at the last supper
the olive press A symbol of christ in the allegory of the
10 salt
olive tree ed by stephen D ricks and john W welch 1I110
lake city deseret book and FARMS 1994 A variant of this is
the olive press BYUFDS 1981 82 141 44 shows the relationship
tion ship between gethsemane and the olive press and the significance of oil in the atonement and some ordinances

lio
llo
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fl

matthews robert J 1 I have a question ensign 4 sept 1974 50 51
discusses temple ordinances at the time of jesus
matthews robert J and victor L ludlow 1 I have a question ensign
4 sept 1974 16 17 discusses the nature of john the baptists
baptisms and the function of synagogues
morton william A careless with the truth MS 69 5 dec 1907
769 72 defends the necessity for baptism as taught in the gospels
oaks dallin H always remember him ensign 18 may 1988 29 32
explains how the sacrament can be effective as a memorial
service P H the new birth MS 73 12 oct 1911 641 45 discusses
the rebirth jesus described to nicodemus
S
Sjodahl
dahi J anne
dahl
jodahl
anne M day of atonement MS 77 25 mar 1915 184 86
jo
bodahl
sjodahljanne
explains the israelite rite associated with the day of atonement

the lords supper
1916

33 38

MS 78 13 jan 1916

27 jan 1916

last supper
stapley delbert L the sacrament

17 22

20 jan

49 53 deals with the events of the

sya
sys
sy8 may 1956

explains the relationship
tion ship between animal sacrifice and the sacramental emblems
used by jesus
wells junius F in remembrance of me MS 83 16 june 1921
1921
376 79 reflects on the last supper

parables
anderson richard lloyd how to read a parable ensign 4 sept 1974
58 63 gives advice and specific examples on how to understand
the parables of jesus
parables of mercy ensign 17 feb 1987 20 24 shows how
the parables of the lost sheep the lost coin and the prodigal son
relate to the principles of love and self righteousness the views
of joseph smith are consulted
the parables of the kingdom in lectures on jesus the christ
77 91 provo extension publications 1963 offers a latter day
saint perspective on jesus parables
marvin J A time of urgency ensign 4 may 1974 3 5 37
ashton marvinj
elaborates on the modem relevance of the parable of the ten
virgins

who will forfeit the harvest ensign 8 nov 1978 49

51

deals with the parable of the sower
bachman danel W joseph smith and the parables of matthew 13
SNT 1980 34 38 shows how joseph smiths teachings and latter
day scriptures illuminate several parables in matthew 13
sermon of sermons ensign 21 mar 1991 38 42 gives modern applications for several themes in the sermon on the mount
em
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bailey arthur A A message of judgment from the olivet sermon
SBSS 1990 8 22 shows how the parables of the ten virgins the
talents and the sheep and goats relate to the circumstances of the
last days
bennion lowell L jesus master artist in proverb and parable
instructor 100 nov 1965 448 49 defines and gives examples
of proverbs and parables in jesus teaching
james G the parable of the sower MS 35 11 feb 1873
bieak
bleak
bleakjames
by jesus in the parable
88 91 relates the four classes enumerated byjesus
of the sower to the responses people will have when the word is

presented
christensen ross T an archaeologist looks at the new testament
NTC 1 12 examines archaeological evidence related to new
testament lands including jesus environment contains information about the parable of the sower and the apocryphal gospel of

thomas
craner max W the saviors final sermons SNT 1984 23 25 briefly
discusses the parables of the ten virgins and talents and the institution of the last supper
JE 44 dec 1941 722 757 58
IE
crowley elmer S and jesus said
comments on the following modes of jesus teaching parables
illustrations personal testimony repetition quoted authority
contrast and questions
dahl larry E fit for the kingdom SS 5357
72 comments on the
535772
parables found in luke about the rich man and lazarus also
discusses thoughts on preparing for the kingdom of god
draper richard D the parables of jesus SS 5262 78 compares
parables to other literary devices points out that jesus parables
both concealed and revealed the message provides list of parables
JE 71 dec 1968 66 68
dunn paul H if a man begins to build IE
illustrates the parable of the man who began to build a tower but
did not have the means and foresight to finish
parley S brent the parables A reflection of the mission of christ
farley
SNT 1980 78 80 shows how certain parables point to jesus and
his relationship to those who accept him
green doyle L jesus teaches by parables IE
JE 60 july 1957 504 5
540 41 543 comments on selected parables
jesus teaches in the temple IE 61 jan 1958 38 42
Pharis ees prior to the
discusses christs conversations with the pharisees
last supper includes the parable of the talents and of the ten
virgins
haight david B planting gospel seeds of spirituality ensign 3 jan
1973 74 79 applies the parable of the sower to missionary work
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40

howick

E

keith the parables ofjesus
of jesus the messiah salt lake city

bookcraft 1986 extensively discusses jesus parables
jackson wendell T the parable A teaching device instructor 102
nov 1967 446 49 comments on the nature of parables and
presents an extensive chart dividing jesus parables into categories
kelson john H the wheat and the tares MS 49 13 june 1887
369 73 gives a latter day interpretation of the parable of the
wheat and the tares
lewis hazel W behold a sower went forth instructor 95 sept
1960
i960 290 91 briefly examines the parable of the sower as it
relates to teachers
the life
of jesus and the apostles salt lake city the
lne and teachings ofjesus
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1978 this manual for
the church educational system contains comments by authorities
of the church relative to jesus ministry
matthews robert J the parables ofjesus
of jesus provo BYU press 1969
categorizes parables in three areas instruction chastisement and
the kingdom of god provides useful material on the main point
title background and interpretation of each parable
mckay david 0 jesus the master storyteller instructor 87 nov
1952 321 22 339 discusses the value of parables in conveying
gospel lessons
parry catherine corman simon 1I have somewhat to say unto thee
judgment and condemnation in the parables of jesus BYUDFS
judg mental in
1990 91 113 19 discusses the attitude of being judgmental
its relation to the parables
richards legrand be ye prepared ensign 11 nov 1981 27 29
refers to several parables pointing to the second coming
JE 15 feb 1912
rolapp henry H the pharisee and the publican IE
311 15 gives a didactic commentary on the brief parable
describing the modes of prayer by the pharisee and publican
schaelling J philip the lords teachings on the use of this worlds
goods SBSS 1990 148 61 demonstrates through selected parables jesus teaching that worldly goods should be used for spiritual purposes
seely david R the olivet discourse SS 5391 404 discusses the
apocalyptic discourse and the parable of the ten virgins
WhittaU henry the wheat and the tares MS 19 28 nov 1857
whittall
755 56 gives an LDS interpretation of the parable

parables

good samaritan

brent the calling of the seventy and the parable of the
good samaritan SS 5312 20 tells of the conn
nission
commission
cission instruction
to the seventy and the parable of the good samaritan

parley
farley

S
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41

x

monson thomas S your jericho road ensign 7 may 1977 71 73
reprinted in ensign 19 feb 1989 2 5 sees in the parable of
the good samaritan a compelling model for a life of service

parables prodigal son
anderson richard lloyd parables of mercy ensign 17 feb 1987
20 24 shows how the parables of the lost sheep the lost coin
and the prodigal son relate to the principles of love and self
righteousness the views of joseph smith are consulted
batted calf BYUFDS
holland jeffrey R A robe a ring and a fatted
1983 84 53 58 reprinted in ensign 15 aug 1985 68
72
6872
discusses repentance based on the parable of the prodigal son
JE 71 sept 1968 6
lecheminant dale the parable IE
688 comments
on the parable of the prodigal son as an example of jesus splendid
teaching technique
JE 61 feb 1958 78 79 111
mckay david 0 the prodigal son IE
discusses five characteristics relative to the downfall of the
prodigal son
smith george albert jr the repentant sinner instructor 95 mar
1960 78 79 reflects on the parable of the prodigal son

passion week general
bowen albert E he Is risen from the dead

JE
IE 47 may 1944

283

338 340 41 speaks of the passion and resurrection from marys
point of view addresses the objection that the resurrection
violates natural law
clark
oark J reuben jr blessed are they that have not seen yet have
dark
JE 64 nov 1961 802 5 862 63 retells
rebells the passion
believed IE
and easter stories
66 74 gives
13 mar 1979 6674
faust james E A testimony of christ SY
5t13
a chronological account of the events surrounding the passion and

resurrection
firmage edwin B the week of the atoning sacrifice salt lake institute
of religion devotional 20 jan 1980 reviews the events of the
last few days of jesus life includes connecting typologies from
abrahams near sacrifice of isaac and the feast of the passover
gileadi avraham and gerald N lund 1 I have a question ensign 5
july 1975 30
31 discusses two issues the difference between
3031
the teachings of jesus and those of his contemporaries and the
importance of jesus arrest trial and crucifixion
green doyle L the last supper the arrest IE 61 feb 1958 94 97
112 recounts events of the last supper gethsemane and jesus
arrest
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haight david B jesus Is our savior ensign 12 may 1982 73 75
rebells
retells the final passover meal of jesus the passion and the
resurrection
jesus of nazareth ensign 24 may 1994 75 78 citing scriptures and secondary sources the speaker describes the events in
the last few hours of jesus life
holzapfel richard N the passion of jesus christ SBSS 1990 69 82
draws out the peculiar perspectives of the passion narratives in
each of the gospels
hunter howard W his final hours ensign 4 may 1974 17 19
enumerates some of the events in the last few days of jesus life
jesus the very thought of thee ensign 23 may 1993 63 65
refers to the events of palm sunday encourages his audience to
reverence the name of christ
ludlow daniel H the greatest week in history ensign 2 apr
aar 1972
34 46 details events in the last seven days in jesus life also in
california know your religion speeches BYU california center

1973 1974
27 40
197427
maxwell neal
nealaA our acceptance of christ ensign 14 june 1984
69 74 testifies that the atonement is available to all
mcconkie joseph fielding triumphal entry and a day of debate SS
5373 90 deals with the first three days of jesus last week of

mortality includes comments on paying taxes to caesar and the
reality of marriage in the next world
passion week IE 11 apr
aar 1898 391 94 may 1898 489 94 june
1898 578 81 july 1898 654 64 aug 1898 735 39
chronicles the last seven days of jesus mortal life

passion week gethsemane and atonement
backman robert L jesus the christ ensign 21 nov 1991 8 10
discusses christs contributions his miracles and the atonement
speaks of jesus ministry
faust james E A crown of thorns a crown of glory ensign 21 may
1991 68 70 discourses on atonement and repentance
the supernal gift of the atonement ensign 18 nov 1988
12 14 reflects on the historical and doctrinal aspects of the

atonement
SAT 1980 81 83
gentry leland H the four gospels A deeper look SNT
focuses on three aspects messianic prophecies jesus birth and
mortal ministry and the atonement and resurrection
hafen bruce C beauty for ashes the atonement ofjesus christ SNT
8 reprinted in ensign 20 apr
1988 118
aar 1990 7 13 discusses
the interplay of justice mercy and grace as it relates to a personal
application of christs atonement
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remembering the saviors atonement ensign 18
apr
13 relates the events and symbolism of the atoneaar 1988 7713
ment to the last supper and the sacrament
the sacrament ensign 13 may 1983 12 14 notes several
facets of jesus administration of the sacrament at the last supper
hales robert D lessons from the atonement that help Us to endure
to the end ensign 15 nov 1985 18 21 shows how the attitude of jesus in gethsemane and golgotha can be emulated by the
haight david

41

A

B

saints

hunter howard W an apostles witness of christ ensign 14 jan
1984 69 711 bears witness of what jesus accomplished in the
holy land especially his atonement
kenley lynn G the passover bridge of the old and new testaments

recommends procedures for celebrating passover seders claims that the passover adumbrated jesus paschal
SNT 1980 109 10

sacrifice

king arthur henry atonement the only wholeness ensign 5 apr
aar
1975 12 18 thoughtfully reflects on the implications of jesus
act of atonement shows how gaps of separation can be closed
madsen truman G the olive press A symbol of christ in the allegory of the olive tree ed by stephen D ricks and john W welch
1 10 salt lake city deseret book and FARMS 1994 A variant of
BYUFDS
this is the olive press B
YUFDS 1981 82 141 44 shows the
relationship between gethsemane and the olive press and the
significance of oil in the atonement and some ordinances
matthews robert J why a savior Is necessary and why only jesus
christ could qualify BYUDFS 1984 85 42 48 considers the
fall and atonement
maxwell neal A in him all things hold together BYUDFS
1990 91 103 12 demonstrates the cohesive power of the
atonement
mcconkie bruce R the purifying power of gethsemane ensign 15
may 1985 9 11 rehearses the events of the atonement the
speakers last speech
millet robert L treading the winepress
Wine press alone SS 5430 39 reflects
on the events and doctrines tied into jesus experience in
gethsemane
nelson william 0 symbols from the scriptures that testify of christ
27 discusses symbols like manna
2427
ensign 3 june 1973 24
bread trees vines and branches
nibley hugh W the meaning of the atonement in approaching
zion ed by don norton 554 614 vol 9 of CWHN salt lake
city deseret book and FARMS 1989 extensively analyzes the
concept of atonement A variation of this essay is published as
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the atonement of jesus christ ensign

aug 1990 30 34 sept 1990

20 july 1990 18 23
22 26 oct 1990 26 3 11 dis-

cusses extensively the linguistic meaning of the word atonement the historical symbols and temple ordinances representing
atonement and scriptural depictions of redemption
two lessons on the atonement provo FARMS 1988 two
sunday school lessons on the atonement of christ as witnessed in

the new testament
oaks dallin H another testament of jesus christ BYUDFS 1992 93
111 22 reprinted in ensign 24 mar 1994 60 67 gives an in
human itys absolute need
depth statement on the atonement and humanitys
to rely on it
pratt john P passover was it symbolic of his coming ensign 24
jan 1994 38 45 shows the symbolism of the passover relative
to jesus sacrifice and points out the significance of the timing of
the passover and the atonement
rasmussen dennis three gardens new era 2 apr
aar 1972 14 15
progresses through three salvational stages represented by the
garden of eden the garden of gethsemane and the garden of the
tomb where jesus was resurrected
roberts B H the truth the way the life provo BYU studies 1994
this theological study has a significant section on christs atonement an appendix and scripture index list many of robertss
writings on the life and teachings of jesus christ
robinson stephen E believing christ A practical approach to the
atonement BYUDFS 1989 90 117 24 reprinted in ensign 22
apr
aar 1992 5 9 explains the compensatory nature of the atonement in ones quest for salvation
romney marion G the atonement of the savior IE 56 dec 1953
942 43 gives apostolic testimony of jesus suffering in gethsemane and of the resurrection
sjodahl
sjodahljanne
janne M day of atonement MS 77 25 mar 1915 184 86
explains the israelite rite associated with the day of atonement
whitney orson F the divinity of jesus christ IE 29 jan 1926
219 27 testifies to several gospel events shares a dream of
witnessing the scene in gethsemane

passion week last supper
anderson richard lloyd 1 I have a question ensign 5 june 1975
20 21 confronts the question of whether or not the last supper
was a jewish passover
craner max W the saviors final sermons SNT 1984 23 25 discusses the parables of the ten virgins and talents and the institution of the last supper
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remembering the saviors atonement ensign 18
apr
aar 1988 7 13 relates the events and symbolism of the atonement to the last supper and the sacrament
nelson william 0 symbols from the scriptures that testify of christ
ensign 3 june 1973 24 27 discusses symbols like manna bread
trees vines and branches
treseder terry W passover promises fulfilled in the last supper
aar 1990 19 23 shows how such passover elements
ensign 20 apr
as the sacrificial lamb the fruit of the vine and unleavened bread
became integrated into the last supper
turner rodney the farewell of jesus SS 5405 29 treats jesus discourses during the last supper includes discussion on the two
comforters and the new commandment on love
haight david

B

passion week trials and crucifixion
anderson richard lloyd the ancient practice of crucifixion ensign
july 1975 32 33 gives historical information about the crucifixion of jesus
brain edward E jesus and joseph MS 41 17 nov 1879 724 25
compares the pharisees
Pharis ees who instigated jesus death with the
carthage grays who murdered joseph smith
darter F M on what day was jesus christ crucified IE 19 nov
1915 33 43 argues that the crucifixion was on wednesday
l4th
nisan 14th
lath AD 33 probably in april A short critique by joseph F
pp 174 75
smith is found in the next issue ap
green doyle L christ Is crucified IE 61 mar 1958 158 62 186 87
tells about the trials of jesus before annas caiaphas herod and
pilate also recites the details of the crucifixion
haight david B the sacrament and the sacrifice ensign 19 nov
1989 59 61 reports a dream of seeing the events of jesus ministry including the passion
hales robert D lessons from the atonement that help Us to endure
to the end ensign 15 nov 1985 18 21 shows how the attitude of jesus in gethsemane and golgotha can be emulated by the
5

saints
lund gerald N to this end was 1I bom
born SNT 1984 26 31 discusses
christs crucifixion and resurrection including the old testament
quotations jesus might have cited to the two men on the way to
emmaus
merkley marion G Is this golgotha instructor 92 apr
aar 1957
99 101 describes two areas speculated to be the site of jesus
crucifixion
monson thomas S the search for jesus IE
JE 68 dec 1965 1158 60
refers to several events in jesus life with the theme of finding him
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oaks dallin H the trial of jesus instructor 104 nov 1969 406 71
7
412 examines the proceedings of jesus trial concludes that jesus
was crucified in spite of his innocence
reynolds george the thief on the cross IE 1 feb 1898 225 30
addresses the meaning of christs statement that the thief would
join him in paradise

skinner andrew C the arrest trial and crucifixion a lesson in
loyalty SS 5440 52 talks of the incidents between jesus betrayal and his ordeal on the cross
JE 3 dec
watkins charles F on what day was christ crucified IE
1899 89 94 argues that jesus prophecy that he would be buried
three days and nights matt 1240 indicates he was interred on
thursday
sya
wilkinson ernest L the trial of jesus SY
sy11 apr
aar 1953 details the
events of jesus betrayal and trial

syl
syi

postresurrection appearances
brown S kent and C wilfred griggs the 40 day ministry ensign 5
aug 1975 6

discusses the events mentioned in acts 13
according to apocryphal literature
JE 56 june
clark J reuben jr none other name under heaven IE
1953 403 4 recites resurrection appearances as recorded in the
gospels
JE 65 dec 1962
critchlow william J jr jesus Is the son of god IE
954 55 creates an imaginative informal court in which a counsel
interviews persons who interacted with jesus in mortality and in
his resurrected state
draper richard D the reality of the resurrection ensign 24 apr
aar
1994 32 40 reports on the skepticism concerning resurrection
at the time of early christianity as well as today reviews the appearances
pearances of the risen lord as recorded in the gospels
faust james E the resurrection ensign 15 may 1985 30 32
apostolic affirmation of the resurrection refers to the gospel
easter appearances
green doyle L the lord Is resurrected IE
LE 61 apr
aar 1958 246 48
274 77 begins with jesus in the tomb and ends with the commission speech to the apostles prior to the ascension
haight david B the resurrected christ ensign 15 may 1985 59 611
rebells gospel accounts of jesus resurrection appearances
retells
hammond F melvin the resurrection ensign 20 may 1990 2930
29 30
rebells
retells the gospel accounts of resurrection appearances
hinckley gordon B the empty tomb bore testimony ensign 18
may 1988 65 68 refers to jesus raising people from the dead
and to his resurrection
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he Is risen

he said ensign

47

apr
aar

1983 3 7 recites
the events surrounding jesus resurrection and offers some practical suggestions concerning this event
as

13

hunter howard W an apostles witness of the resurrection ensign
16 may 1986 15 17 bears testimony of the monumental significance of the empty tomb
IE 66 june 1963 512 13
evidences of the resurrection JE
refutes arguments of skeptics concerning the accounts of resurrection in the gospels
to believe Is to see IE 65 dec 1962 914 15 deals with
thomas unwillingness to believe in resurrection without seeing
mackay thomas W the resurrected lord and his apostles SS
5461 70 centers on jesus interactions with the apostles soon
after his resurrection
mcconkie bruce R gaining a testimony of jesus christ ensign 10
dec 1980 10 15 cites the various appearances of the risen
lord as recorded in the new testament
30 mar 1947 recounts the
mckay david 0 campus speech SY
st30
easter events

he Is risen he Is not here

JE 61
IE

apr
aar

1958

222 23 283

comments on eyewitness accounts of the resurrected christ also
reviews the testimonies of mark and luke concerning the resur
urrection
aar 1957 97 98 reviews the
he Is risen instructor 92 apr
testimonies of mark and luke concerning christs resurrection
the reality of the resurrection IE 69 june 1966 490 93
bears testimony of the easter event as recorded in the gospels
nelson russell M life after life ensign 17 may 1987 8 10 bears
testimony of the reality of the resurrection lists specific postresurrection appearances
nibley hugh W evangelism Quadraginta
quadraginta dieruf
dierum the forty day
MFC 10 44 exmission of christ the forgotten heritage MEC
amines in detail the accounts of jesus post
resurrection appearpostresurrection
ances and teachings
nyman monte S the witnesses of the resurrection SS 5453 60 reviews the witnesses of the easter event
romney marion G the resurrection of jesus ensign 12 may 1982
6 9 recounts resurrection appearances and explains the dynamics
of the atonement
sjodahl janne M the resurrection of christ MS 77 1 apr
aar 1915
200 202 reviews resurrection scenes as described in the gospels
smith joseph fielding your question IE 61 sept 1958 640 41
answers why jesus said to mary touch me not
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N eldon evidence of our saviors resurrection IE 72 june
1969 34 37 recounts the events in the gospels and the book of
mormon that testify of the resurrection

tanner

reputation
ism IE 10 dec 1906 81 88
cliff frederic christianity Monnon
clift
mormonism
compares the reputation of jesus and the early christians as recorded in the gospels with that of joseph smith and the early
latter day saints

resurrection
asay carlos

may
ensign 24 M
if a man die shall he live again ensigw24
1994 10 12 witnesses of the reality of the resurrection
aar
benson ezra taft because I1 live ye shall live also ensign 23 apr
1993 2 6 testifies of resurrection
he Is risen IE 67 june 1964 503 5 recounts the events
surrounding the resurrection testifies that the life of jesus has
had the single greatest impact of any on the earth
bowen albert E he Is risen from the dead IE 47 may 1944 283
338 340 41 speaks of the passion and resurrection from marys
point of view addresses the objection that the resurrection

i

E

ZU

violates natural law
clark
oark J reuben jr blessed are they that have not seen yet have
dark
believed IE 64 nov 1961 802 5 862 63 retells
rebells the passion
and easter stories
rebells various
he Is risen IE 53 may 1950 364 65 406 retells
dramatic events in jesus life climaxing in the resurrection
draper richard D he has risen the resurrection narratives as a
witness of a corporeal regeneration SBSS 1990 39 55 emphasizes the reality of a corporeal resurrection as taught literally by
jesus and the church
gentry leland H the four gospels A deeper look SNT 1980 81 83
focuses on three aspects messianic prophecies jesus birth and
mortal ministry and the atonement and resurrection
green doyle L the lord Is resurrected IE 61 apr
aar 1958 246 48
274 77 begins with jesus in the tomb and ends with the commission speech to the apostles prior to the ascension
haight david B he Is not here he Is risen ensign 10 may 1980
11 reviews jesus last mortal hours and his encounter with
9911
mary and martha
jesus Is our savior ensign 12 may 1982 73 75 rebells
retells the
ninal
final passover meal of jesus the passion and the resurrection
finai
hinckley gordon B he Is risen as he said ensign 13 apr
aar 1983
3 7 recites the events surrounding jesus resurrection and offers
some practical suggestions concerning this event
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hunter howard W an apostles witness of the resurrection ensign
16 may 1986 15 17 bears testimony of the monumental significance of the empty tomb
the god that doest wonders ensign 19 may 1989 15 17
recounts the miracles of jesus resurrection being the greatest of
all

he Is risen ensign

18 may 1988

16 17 testifies concerning

the greatest miracle the resurrection
lund gerald N to this end was 1I bom SNT 1984 26 3 11 discusses
christs crucifixion and resurrection including the old testament
quotations jesus might have cited to the two men on the way to
emmaus
madsen truman G

of the garden tomb new era

1

apr
aar

1971

4 6 reflects on the personal consequences of jesus appearance

near his tomb
mckay david 0 the reality of the resurrection IE 69 june 1966
490 93 bears testimony of the easter event as recorded in the
gospels
monson thomas S he Is risen ensign 11 nov 1981 16 18 gives
personal reflections on the reality of the resurrection
rasmussen dennis three gardens new era 2 apr
aar 1972 14 15
progresses through three salvational stages represented by the
garden of eden the garden of gethsemane and the garden of the
tomb where jesus was resurrected
rector hartman jr the resurrection ensign 20 nov 1990 76 78
recommends preparation for a qualitative resurrection
richards franklin D the message of easter ensign 5 may 1975
59 61 affirms the reality of the easter events
stapley delbert L easter thoughts ensign 6 may 1976 76
78
7678
testifies that the miracles of jesus are true
tvedtnes john A the garden tomb ensign 13 apr
aar 1983 8 14
discusses alternative sites of the tomb where jesus was laid claims
one location is the most likely place
200 202
wells junius F the empty sepulchre MS 83 31 mar 1921
1921200
affirms the reality of the resurrection

sermon on the mount
asay carlos E salt of the earth savors of men and saviors of men
ensign 10 may 1980 42 44 recommends that the saints be
effective examples before others

the beatitudes

MS 20 11

dec 1858 795 98

18

dec 1858 804 6

comments on each of the beatitudes
berrett william E blessed are they who come unto me provo ensign
publishing 1979 comments on the beatitudes from matthew and
3
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how to teach the new testament

64 may
1961 314 17 340 342 45 responds to the modem view that
the new testament is antiquated recommends reading the new
testament in light of the other standard works for example
studying the sermon on the mount as portrayed in 3 nephi
brown S kent C wilfred griggs and thomas W mackay footnotes
to the gospels the sermon on the mount ensign 5 jan 1975
30 31 offers useful comments on selected phrases from matthew
5 7 and john 5 6
browning paul K your marriage and the sermon on the mount
ensign 21 aug 1991 12 15 suggests applications from the
sermon on the mount in creating a healthy marriage
cloward robert A the sermon on the mount in the JST and the book
of mormon in the
joseph smith translation the restoration of
ybejosepb
plain and precious things ed by monte S nyman and robert L
millet 163 200 provo religious studies center BYU 1985 treats
various missionary themes from the sermon on the mount by comparing features of the king james text with the joseph smith

berrett william

E

translation
derrick royden G

LE
IE

the beatitudes and our perfection ensign 7

57 59 discusses the beatitudes
the way to perfection ensign 19 may 1989

may

1977

76 77 shows

how following the beatitudes enables people to come to christ
green doyle L the sermon on the mount LE
IE 60 may 1957 316 18
351 summarizes the great sermon
hanks marion D my specialty Is mercy ensign 11I 11I nov 1981 73 75
meditates on the need for mercy
hunter howard W hallowed be thy name ensign 7 nov 1977
52 54 explains the relationship between a portion of the lords
prayer and reverence
johnson clark V the beatitudes eight qualities that savor the eternal
guest SBSS 1987 115 28 discusses the beatitudes
larsen dean L by their fruits ye shall know them ensign 15
nov 1985 66 68 describes the spiritual fruit in the gospel
monson leland H look to the mount A study of the sermon on the
mount salt lake city deseret book 1968 offers an extensive
homily on the sermon on the mount contains much cross
referencing of scripture
nibley hugh W treasures in the heavens some early christian insights
into the organizing of worlds dialogue 8 no 3 4 1973 76 98
reprinted in CWHN 1171 214 provides an elaborate treatise on a
pericope from the sermon on the mount richly documenting the
meaning of heavenly treasures
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two lessons on the sermon on the mount provo

51

FARMS

1988 two sunday school lessons on matthew 5 7 with line by
line commentary
nyman monte S and richard lloyd anderson 1 I have a question
ensign 4 sept 1974 74 75 briefly discusses the fragmentary

versus the unified production of the sermon on the mount and
the lack of greater detail about jesus in the gospels
oaks dallin H brothers keeper ensign 16 nov 1986 20 23 issues
a call to live the golden rule
reverent and clean ensign 16 may 1986 49 52 speaks
reveren cing the names of god and
referencing
conversely of profaning and reverencing

christ
packer boyd K balm of
gilead ensign 17 nov 1987 16 18 urges
ofgilead
peace of mind through willingness to forgive
perry L tom our father which art in heaven ensign 13 nov
1983 11 13 gives instructions on prayer drawing on examples
from the lords prayer and the intercessory prayer in john 17
reeve rex C jr teaching the sermon on the mount the holy ghost
131 33 argues that in
key to living the higher law SNT 1984 13133
contrast to the mosaic law jesus taught in the sermon on the
mount a law actuated by the holy ghost
richards franklin D be a peacemaker ensign 13 nov 1983 57 58
comments on the beatitude on peacemaking
IE 67 dec 1964 1069 71 comstapley delbert L salt of the earth LE
ments on a portion of the sermon on the mount
LE 58 june 1955
the straight gate repentance and baptism IE
416 18 elaborates on the strait gate passage in the sermon on
the mount
stendahl krister the sermon on the mount and third nephi in
judano christian parallels ed by
reflections on mormonism judaeo
truman G madsen 139 54 provo religious studies center BYU
1978 notes salient differences between the book of mormon and
bible versions of the sermon on the mount
stone 0 leslie the beatitudes ensign 4 nov 1974 31 33 offers
a brief commentary on the beatitudes
ensign 17 june 1987 6 9
thomas catherine blessed are ye
shows how following the sermon on the mount can heal spiritual
stress emphasizes sacrifice of personal sins
the sermon on the mount the sacrifice of the human heart
SS 5236 50 comments on the sermon of the mount and culls
insights from greek word meanings and from the restoration
oan
jan 1976 14 17 deswelch john W the lords prayers ensign 6 qan
cribes the manner and content of jesus prayers shows how they
were appropriate models for his disciples prayers
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rde temple and the sermon on the
7e sermon at rhe
the
welch john W 73be
mount salt lake city deseret book and FARMS 1990 compares
p hi 11 18 matthew 5 7 and temple motifs with emphasis
3 ne
nephi
on the unity of these sermons argues in favor of the textual plau
sibi lity of the book of mormon
sibility
sivility

wells robert E the beatitudes pattern for coming unto christ
ensign 17 dec 1987 8 11 suggests contemporary application
of the beatitudes
the christ focused beatitudes BYUDFS 1985 86 137 44
teaches that the beatitudes constitute a formula for a christ
centered life and contrast the measures of success in the modem
world

the mount and the master salt lake city deseret book

g

1991

discusses the sermon on the mount in a devotional style
wilcox S michael the beatitudes pathway to the savior ensign 21
jan 1991 19 23 lists and comments on the principal features
of the beatitudes
wirthlin joseph B let your light so shine ensign 8 nov 1978
36 37 urges latter day saints to make their good influence felt
the straight and narrow way ensign 20 nov 1990 64 66
elaborates on the need to stay within the narrow path
yam david H jr the sermon on the mount ensign 2 dec 1972
53 57 analyzes the sermon on the mount defends its integrity
against modem criticisms

setting of scenes
anderson richard lloyd new testament times in lectures on jesus
the christ 28 40 provo extension publications 1963 discusses
the setting for several gospel scenes and analyzes the concept of
messiahship
griggs C wilfred

A

the new testament of faith

argues
that new testament texts should be studied on their own terms
refutes allegations that jesus christ and joseph smith should be
woridview
worldview
understood in an artificially constructed world
view of magic
millet robert L looking beyond the mark insights from the JST into
7 be resyhejosepb
joseph smith translation the
first century judaism in the
to
toration of plain and precious things ed by monte S nyman
and robert L millet 201 14 provo religious studies center
BYU 1985 gives examples of how the joseph smith translation
enlightens our understanding of the legal and spiritual condition
of judaism at the time of christ
nelson russell M why this holy land ensign 19 dec 1989
12 19 describes and comments on the geography familiar to
jesus in his ministry
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53

ogden D kelly where
wlherejesus
jesus walked the land and culture of new
testament times salt lake city deseret book 1991 provides
useful physical information on the area where jesus lived

symbols
anderson nephi the vine and the branches MS 66 22 sept 1904
600 602 argues on the basis of the johannine theme of the vine
and the branches that the restored church contains the fruit of
the vine

5262 78 compares
parables to other literary devices points out that jesus parables

draper richard D the parables of jesus

t

SS

both concealed and revealed the message provides list of parables
griggs C wilfred the apostle john and christian history SBSS 1978
36 48 finds historical value as well as allegory and metaphor in
john treats salient johannine themes in the marriage at cana
nicodemus inquiry and the encounter with the woman at the
well
haight david B remembering the saviors atonement ensign 18
apr
aar 1988 7 13 relates the events and symbolism of the atonement to the last supper and the sacrament
madsen truman G the olive press A symbol of christ in the
allegory of the olive tree ed by stephen D ricks and john W
welch 1 10 salt lake city deseret book and FARMS 1994
A variant of this is the olive press BYUFDS 1981 82 141 44
shows the relationship between gethsemane and the olive press
and the significance of oil in the atonement and some ordinances
men
lii
ill byron R behold the lamb of god the saviors use of animals
merrill
menill
as symbols SBSS 1990 129 47 discusses the following animals
used by jesus as symbols serpent camel dog horse ass dove
hen wolf goat and sheep
nelson william 0 symbols from the scriptures that testify of christ
ensign 3 june 1973 24 27 discusses symbols like manna bread
trees vines and branches
IE 61 july 1958 504 5
smith joseph fielding your question LE
explains the symbolism of the holy ghost as a dove
valletta thomas R johns testimony of the bread of life SBSS 1990
173 88 points out several exodus types and shadows from john 6
vorhaus renee pool customs symbols and traditions of biblical
times SNT 1980 186 88 discusses several new testament
symbols such as light water and trees
woods fred E the water imagery in johns gospel power purification and pedagogy SBSS 1990 189 206 shows the spiritual
significance of water in the gospel of john
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deachin
teachings
teachin
9 s in general
marvin J be of good cheer ensign 16 may 1986 66 68
ashton marvinj
recommends cheerfulness in spite of causes for dejection
bennion lowell C legacies ofjesus
of jesus salt lake city deseret book 1990
distills teachings on jesus into short personal essays
bennion lowell L jesus lived what he taught instructor 101 apr
aar
1966 146 47 illustrates how jesus practiced what he preached
teachings of the new testament salt lake city deseret book
1956 originally a sunday school manual this book was made
available as a general LDS reference book contains much material
on the teachings of jesus in the gospels
bennion milton moral teachings of the new testament salt lake
city deseret book 1928 compares the moral and ethical teachings of the new testament with contemporary teachings on the
same subjects
benson ezra taft feed my sheep ensign 17 sept 1987 2 5
applies the assignment of shepherding to the threefold
three fold mission of

the church
bradford reed H sociological significance of the life of christ NTC
13 211 considers the implications of jesus teachings from group
and individual points of view discusses american values such as
success power and materialism and the institution of marriage
12 expounds on
brewerton ted E light ensign 21 nov 1991 10
1012
the johannine theme of light
britsch todd A jesus the very thought of thee ensign 16 apr
aar
1986 12 13 stresses the importance of repentance through
christ
brockbank bernard P entrance into the kingdom of god ensign 3
jan 1973 44 46 enumerates requirements to be saved in the
celestial kingdom
LE 69 feb
burton alma P the significance of being bom again IE
1966 114
15 142 43 deals with jesus teachings to nicodemus
11415
burton theodore M A bom
born again christian BYUDFS 1982 83
35 40 reprinted as to be bom again ensign 15 sept 1985
66 70 discusses rebirth as in jesus conversation with Nico
dernus
nicodemus
the meaning of repentance BYUDFS 1984 85 95 101
gives linguistic and doctrinal analysis of repentance
neither cryptic nor hidden ensign 7 may 1977 28 30
claims that elements of the teachings of christ during his forty
day ministry are reflected in the epistles of the apostles the
teachings are conveyed in subtle fashion and are not understood
by most people
can 1I not be saved without baptism MS I1 sept 1840 120 23
question answer format deals with the conversation with
nicodemus and the promise of signs to follow those who believe
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chamberlain jonathan M I have a question ensign 23 jan 1993
59 60 comments on jesus view of divorce as found in luke 1618
5960
evans joy F lord when saw we thee an hungered ensign 19 may
1989 73 75 describes service as in matthew 2531 34
faust james E A crown of thorns a crown of glory ensign 21 may
1991 68 70 discourses on atonement and repentance
gratitude as a saving principle ensign 20 may 1990 85 87
pleads for the saints to be grateful as illustrated in luke 1712 19
gileadi avraham and gerald N lund 1 I have a question ensign 5
july 1975 30 31 discusses two issues the difference between
the teachings of jesus and those of his contemporaries and the importance of jesus arrest trial and crucifixion
godfrey kenneth W lord teach Us to pray SNT 1980 84 87
examines prayer as taught by jesus with some added insights
insl 9ats
insi
hts
from modem church leaders
green doyle L jesus feeds the multitude LE
IE 60 aug 1957 564 65
584 85 comments on the beheading of john the baptist the walking on the water the feeding of the thousands and the bread of
life discourse
the raising of lazarus IE 60 nov 1957 807 9 880 81 dis
cusses the controversy of healing on the sabbath the raising of
lazarus the healing of the ten lepers and the conversation with
the rich young man
haight david B he Is the son of god ensign 6 may 1976 20 2 11
gives apostolic testimony of christ with reference to peters witness at caesarea philippi
love all ensign 12 nov 1982 10 12 expounds on the call
for love as taught by jesus in the gospels
hinckley gordon B be not faithless ensign 19 apr
aar 1989 2 5
encourages faith in christ by citing several sayings of jesus
blessed are the merciful ensign 20 may 1990 68 70 encourages
cou rages implementation of mercy as taught in luke
lord increase our faith ensign 17 nov 1987 51 54 illustrates cases where LDS members have shown great faith and encourages
cou rages others to demonstrate greater faith
holland jeffrey R lift up your eyes ensign 13 july 1983 8 13
examines several episodes in the gospel of john illustrating jesus
attempt to encourage people to transcend earthly things and rise
to spiritual levels
howick E keith the sermons ofjesus
of jesus the messiah salt lake city
bookcraft 1987 comments on the conversations of jesus in the
gospels
hunter howard W feed my sheep instructor 97 sept 1962
294 95 shows the gospel application of the imagery of shepherds in palestine
1
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56
V 561

hunter howard W the lords touchstone ensign

16

nov 1986

34 35 discourses on the two great commandments
the pharisee and the publican ensign 14 may 1984

64 66
teaches of the prayers of the pharisee and the publican as ex-

plained by jesus
put your hand to the plow IE
JE 64 june 1961 398 99 com9.62 relative to looking back after having put ones
ments on luke 962
hand to the plough
LE 69 dec 1966
1104 5 discusses the spiriwhat Is peace IE
tual properties of peace drawing heavily on events and sayings of
jesus in the new testament
IE 73 dec 1970 115 17 challenges
where then Is hope LE
modem thinkers who claim that a departure from traditional spiritual values is appropriate quotes several new testament passages
to propose spiritual stability
jackson kent P the bread of life SS 5288 95 briefly comments on
he feeding of the five thousand the walking on water and the
the
hive
fife
life sermon
ilfe
bread of hife
kimball spencer W jesus the perfect leader ensign 9 aug 1979
5 7 contrasts jesus as a model leader with tragic leaders of the
past
when the world will be converted ensign 4 oct 1974
2 14 gives a dramatic call to fulfill the early christian missionary
commission to preach the gospel to the ends of the earth
IE 71 dec
lee harold B make our lord and master your friend LE
1968 70 73 suggests several ways to make real thejohannine
the
johannine
logion ye are my friends john 1514
lee S norman elements of faith MS 71 4 nov 1909 689 93
provides an exposition on faith based on the gospels
the life and teachings ofjesus
of jesus and the apostles salt lake city the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1978 this manual for
the church educational system contains comments by authorities
of the church relative to jesus ministry
mansfield H C sacrifice rewarded MS 70 26 mar 1908 193 95
comments on jesus statement to the rich young man
maxwell neal A be of good cheer ensign 12 nov 1982 66 68
issues a call to accept jesus mandate be of good cheer 1I have
overcome the world john 1633
the net gathers of every kind ensign 10 nov 1980 14 15
tells how to integrate newcomers into the gospel net see
matthew 1347
repentance ensign 21 nov 1991 30 32 deals with the
interaction of repentance and christs atonement
settle this in your hearts ensign 22 nov 1992 65 67
issues a call to consecrate ourselves to christ
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meservy keith H the worth of a soul SS 5345 56 uses examples
from luke 11 15 to demonstrate jesus teachings on happiness
nelson russell M love thy neighbor ensign 17 jan 1987 70 72
explains the need for concern for the less active members of the

church
oaks dallin H the language of prayer ensign 25
23 may 1993 15 18
encourages the use of sacred language in prayer
witnesses of christ ensign 20 nov 1990 29 32 shows how
all members of the church are expected to be witnesses of christ
packer boyd K balm of gilead ensign 17 nov 1987 16 18 urges
peace of mind through willingness to forgive
perry L tom the kingdom of god ensign 9 may 1979 12 14
stresses the attributes that should characterize citizens of the kingdom of god
our father which art in heaven ensign 13 nov 1983
11 13 gives instructions on prayer drawing on examples from
the lords prayer and the intercessory prayer in john 17
when thou art converted strengthen thy brethren ensign 4
nov 1974- 16 18 discusses the events in john 2 11 with special
attention to service
petersen marke
mark E 0 america america ensign 9 nov 1979 12 14
applies the lament in matthew 2337 to modem crises
peterson stanley A could ye not watch with me one hour SNT
1988 1 7 recommends to church educational system teachers
some ideals based on sayings of jesus
poelman ronald E divine forgiveness ensign 23 nov 1993 84 86
discourses on christ centered repentance
rector hartmanjr
hartman jr the resurrection ensign 20 nov 1990 76 78
recommends preparation for a qualitative resurrection
romney marion G repentance ensign 10 nov 1980 47 49 explains various facets of repentance
scott richard G the plan for happiness and exaltation ensign 11
nov 1981 11
12 testifies of christs love and of his require1112
ment for the right decisions
tvedtnes john A 1 I have a question ensign 15 mar 1985 29 comments on matt 1924 it is easier for a camel to go through the
eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of

god
valletta thomas R johns testimony of the bread of life

1990
173 88 points out several exodus types and shadows from john 6
warner paul R the cry of repentance SNT 1980 189 911 comments
wamer
on several gospel passages on repentance
wells robert E peace ensign 21 may 1991 85 87 shows applications of jesus references to peace
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fin joseph B our lord and savior ensign 23 nov 1993 5 8
Wirth bin
wirthlin
pleads for christ centered living
pulling in the gospel net ensign 16 nov 1986 59 61
illustrates successes in the worldwide missionary effort
without guile ensign 18 may 1988 80 83 invites listeners
to exhibit traits similar to nathanael who was without guile
yarn david H jr the night before he died ensign 5 july 1975
yam
19 2 11 reflects on the mandate to love as given in john 13

teaching techniques

t

r

bennion lowell L jesus kindled the imagination instructor 101
feb 1966 66 67 notes that jesus was not dull as a teacher he
was an artist
jesus made people think instructor 101 jan 1966 26 27
proposes that jesus did not expect a passive response from those
he taught
jesus master artist in proverb and parable instructor 100
nov 1965 448 49 defines and gives examples of proverbs and
parables in jesus teaching
jesus taught people instructor 100 may 1965 194 95 197
concentrates on the individuality of jesus teaching
jesus taught positively instructor 100 aug 1965 326 27
emphasizes the positive nature of jesus teaching methods
ouly
jesus taught principles not rules instructor 100 guly
july 1965
2 84 85 argues that jesus taught vital truth not trivia rules are
derived from principles
jesus taught with singleness of purpose instructor 100 dec
1965 494 95 demonstrates jesus unity in thought which gave
his teachings discernible clarity
jesus use of illustrations instructor 100 oct 1965 406 7
notes how jesus called up images from nature and human nature
LE
IE 44 dec 1941 722 757 58
crowley elmer S and jesus said
comments on the following modes of jesus teaching parables
illustrations personal testimony repetition quoted authority
contrast and questions
droubay wendell P christ the model disciplinarian SNT 1984
105 7 suggests that jesus was not only a great teacher but a discipli narian proposes how church educational system teachers can
plinarian
emulate disciplinary methods in their teaching
SAIT
ellsworth
ensworth richard G the literary artistry of the parables ofjesus SNT
eusworth
1980 74 77 enumerates aesthetic elements in the teachings of
jesus
flinders neil J learning to teach as jesus taught A parents point of
view ensign 4 sept 1974 64 67 suggests nine characteristics
of jesus teachings that are worthy of emulation by parents
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the surprise factors

in the teachings of jesus
SBSS 1990 56 68 shows how jesus implemented unusual or unexpected elements in his parables to impress his unique message
grass nan osmond we are all substitute teachers instructor 104
june 1969 214 15 proposes that all teachers in the church are
substitute teachers for christ points out several qualities of christs
teaching methods
lewis hazel W teach as the master taught instructor 95
93 dec
1958 360 62 describes techniques jesus used in teaching and
recommends implementing them
matthews robert J jesus the master teacher SNT 19881 8 enumerates and explicates jesus teaching techniques
mckay david 0 jesus the master storyteller instructor 87 nov
1952 321
521 22 339 discusses the value of parables in conveying
gospel lessons
paramore james M leadership jesus was the perfect leader
BYUDFS 1989 90 1 10 illustrates jesus leadership traits
riddle chauncey C teaching the life of christ in lectures on jesus
the christ 1 27 provo extension publications 1963 offers several approaches to teaching the life of christ
smith brian L the questions jesus asked SNT 1984 150 53 notes
the pedagogical and rhetorical types of questions found in jesus
teachings relates asking questions to jesus instructional techniques
tanner N eldon leading as the savior led new era 7 qune
oune
june 1977
4 7 lists leadership qualities exemplified by jesus

godfrey kenneth W

temptation
brookbank thomas W concerning the temptations christ endured
MS 75 20 nov 1913 760 64 shows how lessons can be learned
from the accounts of the temptation of jesus
cowan richard 0 preparation for the ministry in lectures on jesus
the christ 41 60 provo extension publications 1963 discusses
jesus antemortal activity and aspects of the gospels from the annuncia tion to jesus temptation by satan
nunciation
parley
farley S brent the baptism and temptations of jesus SS 5175 87
reflects on these early events in jesus ministry
green doyle L jesus prepares for his ministry LE
IE 60 jan 1957
20 22 36 comments on jesus visit to jerusalem at the age of
twelve his baptism by john and his temptation by satan
LE 18 oct 1915
1041 49
hickmanj
hickmannJJ E the temptation of christ IE
Hickma
hickmann
discusses jesus encounter with satan after forty days of fasting
hunter howard W the temptations of christ ensign 6 nov 1976
17 19 rehearses jesus encounter with satan after forty days of
fasting shows practical implications
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1984 5 11 dismadsen david H the beginning of the gospels SNT
snt1984
cusses the first events recorded in the gospels up to the transfer
of disciples from john the baptist to jesus

transfiguration
cowan richard 0 the lord opens his ministry in lectures on
jesus the christ 61 76 provo extension publications 1963
comments on several events in jesus life including the calling of
the twelve the conversation at caesarea philippi and the
transfiguration
green doyle L the transfiguration LE
IE 60 sept 1957 648 49 652
666 69 writes about the second feeding of the thousands the
confession at caesarea philippi the transfiguration and the admonition to be as little children
haight david B the keys of the kingdom ensign 10 nov 1980
73 75 testifies that the keys given to peter at the transfiguration
are present in the modem church
we beheld his glory ensign 7 may 1977 7 10 cites the
account of the transfiguration and relates it to the bestowal of
keys in the kirtland temple
matthews robert J tradition testimony transfiguration and keys
SS 5296 311 discusses the hedge around the law of moses and
its influence at the time of jesus as well as sign seeking the conversation at caesarea philippi and keys and endowment given at
the transfiguration
sperry sidney B the meaning of peters confession LE
IE 52 july
1949 430 31 471 72 aug 1949 496 98 537 treats the
following themes peters primacy the rock gates of hell the
passing of keys at the transfiguration and the catholic claim of
apostolic succession
van orden bruce A the mount of transfiguration the highest spot
on earth SNT 1980 183 85 discusses the transfiguration of
jesus

women
black susan easton and alan K parrish new testament women the
exemplars SBSS 1987 43 59 discusses the role of women in
the gospels includes specific women compares a few women of
the restoration
margota
butler margot
margotj
Margo
tJJ the contributions of women of the new testament
SAT 1980 50 52 names the women found in the gospels and
SNT
elsewhere in the new testament
elizabeth
Ef
done willard women of the bible eilzabeth
izabeth MS 85 8 mar 1923
149 511 pays tribute to the mother of john the baptist
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women of the bible herodias and salome MS 85 15 mar
1923 161 64 reviews the villainous behavior of two women of
hernds court
herods
women of the bible mary and martha MS 85 7 june 1923
357 59 discusses the events of the two sisters as they related to
jesus
women of the bible mary magdalene MS 85 31 may 1923
340 43 comments on what is known and speculates concerning
mary magdalene

women of the bible the virgin mary MS 85 22 feb 1923
113 18 1 mar 1923 129 34 reflects on the character of mary
women of the bible the woman of samaria MS 85 3 may
1923 277 79 rebells
retells the story of the woman at jacobs well
hunter howard W stand firm in the faith ensign 24 nov 1994
96 97 points out ways in which jesus interacted with women
marshall evelyn T mary and martha faithful sisters devoted disciples
31 refers to lessons to be learned from
ensign 17 jan 1987 28
2831
2851
the activities of mary and martha
petersen mark E even As 1I am ensign 12 may 1982 98 100 gives
examples of jesus interactions with women
talmage james E mary magdalene MS 79 13 sept 1917 577 79
defends the character of mary magdalene
ward maurine jensen women and the new testament reflections of
eternal womanhood new era 3 may 1973 34 37 shows the
greatness of prominent women in the gospels

worship
anderson richard lloyd the restoration of the sacrament ensign
oan 1992 40 46 feb 1992 11 17 surveys the sacrament
uan
22 jan
historically includes the institution of the emblems at the last
supper
clift frederic sunday in the new testament IE 8 apr
aar 1905 401 13
argues from a textual basis that the early church changed the day
of worship from saturday to sunday
cloward robert A jesus and paul in the synagogues SNT 1984 88 911
deals with the origin of synagogues and describes the settings for
times jesus and paul participated in them
dahl paul E the temple sacrifices and feasts of the new testament
SNT 1984 95 101 details cultic activity that was prevalent in the
holy land during the time of jesus ministry
graham william creighton the jewish world in which jesus lived
IE 39 uan
oan
jan 1936 16 17 52 56 describes the setting of the new
testament from the standpoint of old testament political circumstances hellenism and contemporary jewish sectarianism
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mortensen paul M the temple mount the center for christs teachings and activities in jerusalem SNT 1980 142 45 covers the
references to the temple in the gospels
nelson william 0 symbols from the scriptures that testify of christ
ensign 3 june 1973 24 27 discusses symbols like manna bread
trees vines and branches
18
oaks dallin H the language of prayer ensign 23
25 may 1993 15
1518
encourages the use of sacred language in prayer
reverent and clean ensign 16 may 1986 49 52 speaks con
aversely
referencing
versely of profaning and reverencing
reveren cing the names of god and christ
ogden D kelly jesus and the temple ensign 21 apr
aar 1991 12 19
contains a detailed description of herods
hernds temple notes passages
from the gospels that mention the temple
perry L tom our father which art in heaven ensign 13 nov
11 13 gives instructions on prayer drawing on examples
1983 1113
from the lords prayer and the intercessory prayer in john 17
sya
stapley delbert L the sacrament SY
sy88 may 1956 explains the relationship
tion ship between animal sacrifice and the sacramental emblems
used by jesus
wells junius F in remembrance of me MS 83 16 june 1921 376 79
reflects on the last supper

sys

t

t

r
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k

A

f
ai

gospels bibliography by author
whole one complete story of
andersen todd G yde
the gospels made whoie
jesus christ provo best books 1986
anderson edward H the apostles ofjesus
of jesus christ salt lake city deseret
sunday school union 1917
anderson J H baptism and its essentiality MS 54 30 may 1892
344 46

anderson nephi the vine and the branches

MS 66 22

sept 1904

600 602

anderson richard lloyd the ancient practice of crucifixion ensign
5

july 1975

32 33

at the first christmas

were there shepherds and wise men

instructor 94 dec 1959 394 95
the first presidency of the early church their lives and
epistles ensign 18 aug 1988 16 21
how to read a parable ensign 4 sept 1974 58 63
1
I have a question ensign 5 mar 1975 30 31
1
I have a question ensign 5 june 1975 20 21
1
I have a question ensign 14 jan 1984 50 51
new testament times in lectures on jesus the christ 28 40
provo extension publications 1963
parables of mercy ensign 17 feb 1987 20 24
jesus the christ
the parables of the kingdom in lectures on yesus
77 91 provo extension publications 1963
the path of jesus the full dimension new era 7 feb 1977
20 24

the restoration of the sacrament ensign 22 jan

1992

40 46

feb 1992 11 17
simon peter ensign 5 feb 1975 47 49
the testimony of luke SS 588 108
asay carlos E if a man die shall he live again ensign 24 may
10 12
1994
199410

salt of the earth savor of men and saviors of men ensign 10
may 1980 42 44
marvin J be of good cheer ensign 16 may 1986 66 68
ashton marvinj
carry your cross BYUDFS 1986 87 136 42 reprinted in
ensign 18 feb 1988 69 71
63
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marvinjJ lessons from the master BYUDFS 1987 88 151 58
ashton marvin
straightway ensign 13 may 1983 30 32
A time of urgency ensign 4 may 1974 35 37
who will forfeit the harvest ensign 8 nov 1978 49 51
bachman danel W joseph smith and the parables of matthew 13 SNT

198034 38
19803438
sermon of sermons ensign 21 mar 1991 38 42
backman robert L jesus the christ ensign 21 nov 1991 8 10
bailey arthur A A message of judgment from the olivet sermon SBSS

19908

22

ballard M russell anchor to the soul BYUDFS 1992 93
printed as steadfast in christ ensign 23 dec 1993

the saviors touch ensign 10 nov

1

9 re50 53

22 24
instructor 97 mar 1962
1980

banham paul H A voice in the wilderness
96 97
ivanj
barrett ivan
ivanaJ walking in the footsteps of jesus

BYUFDS 1981

135 43
barton peggy john the baptist salt lake city deseret book 1978
the beatitudes MS 20 11 dec 1858 795 98 18 dec 1858 804 6
bennion lowell C legacies ofjesus
of jesus salt lake city deseret book 1990
bennion lowell L jesus and the prophets dialogue 12 winter 1979
101
96 loi
iol
jesus kindled the imagination instructor 101 feb 1966
66 67
101
jesus lived what he taught instructor 10
aar 1966
loi1 apr
146 47
jesus loved people instructor 100 june 1965 240 41
10
jesus made people think instructor 101
lol
iol1 jan 1966 26 27
jesus master artist in proverb and parable instructor 100
nov 1965 448 49
jesus taught for god not for himself instructor 101 mar
log
106 7
1966
1966106
jesus taught people instructor 100 may 1965 194 95 197
jesus taught positively instructor 100 aug 1965 326 27
jesus taught principles not rules instructor 100 july 1965
284 85
jesus taught with singleness of purpose instructor 100 dec
1965 494 95
1965494
jesus use of illustrations instructor 100 oct 1965 406 7
jesus use of words instructor 100 sept 1965 376 77
7

teachings of the new testament salt lake city deseret book
1956
bennion milton moral teachings of the new testament salt lake city
deseret book 1928
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65

benson ezra taft because 1I live ye shall live also ensign 23 apr
aar
1993

2 6

feed my sheep ensign 17 sept 1987 2 5
LE 67 june 1964 503 5
he Is risen IE
JE 69 june 1966 545 47
in his steps IE
sya
sy44 mar 1979 59 65
in his steps SY
jesus christ our savior and redeemer ensign

13

nov 1983

6 8

jesus christ our savior and redeemer ensign 20 june 1990
2 6

jesus christ our savior our god ensign 21 apr
aar 1991 2 4
prepare yourselves for the great day of the lord BYUFDS
1981

64 69

your charge to increase in wisdom and favor with god and
man new era 9 sept 1979 40 45
berrett william E blessed are they who come unto me provo ensign
publishing 1979
iggi 314 17
JE 64 may 1961
how to teach the new testament IE
542 45
340
540 342
340342
540342
LE 1 dec 1898
135 37
the best books on the life of jesus IE
black susan easton mary his mother ensign 21 jan 1991 10 12
black susan easton and alan K parrish new testament women the
exemplars SBSS 1987 43 59
bleak james G the parable of the sower MS 35 11 feb 1873
88 91
JE 47 may 1944 283
bowen albert E he Is risen from the dead IE

338340 41
boyce robert D the olivet discourse the signs of the times in eternal perspective SNT 1984 78 80
Publicans A study of attitudes
Pharis ees and the publicans
bradford reed H the pharisees
instructor 95 jan 1960 32 34
sociological significance of the life of christ NTC 13 21
brain edward E jesus and joseph MS 41 17 nov 1879 724 25

brandt edward J

the hebrew background of the new testament

SBSS 1978 58 71
E light ensign 21 nov 1991 10 12
brewerton
britsch todd A jesus the very thought of thee ensign 16
1986 12 13
198612

ted

apr
aar

brockbank bernard P entrance into the kingdom of god ensign

3

Qan
oan 1973 44 46
jan
qan1973

the living christ ensign 7 may 1977 26 27
fred B the brothers of jesus loving the unbelieving
broderick Carl
earlfred
carlfred

relative ensign 17 mar 1987 50 52
brookbank thomas W concerning the temptations christ endured
MS 75 20
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brookbank thomas W was jesus divine MS 85 14 june 1923
369 74 21 june 1923 385 88 28 june 1923 405 7
brown hugh B this same jesus ensign 1 dec 1971 134 35
brown S kent the dead sea scrolls A mormon perspective BYU
studies 23 winter 1983 49 66
extracanonical literature the dead sea scrolls and the new

testament SNT 1980 45 49
1
I have a question ensign 5 aug 1975 25
james the just and the question of peters leadership in the
light of new sources sperry lecture series BYU 12 apr
aar
1973

9 16

the seventy in scripture in by

study and also by faith ed
by
john M lundquist and stephen D ricks 25 45 vol 1 salt
byjohn
lake city deseret book and FARMS 1990
the testimony of mark SS 561 87
brown S kent and C wilfred griggs the 40 day ministry ensign 5

aug 1975 6 11
brown S kent C wilfred griggs and thomas W mackay footnotes
to the gospels ensign 4 oct 1974 52 54
footnotes to the gospels ensign 5 feb 1975 50 51
footnotes to the gospels ensign 5 mar 1975 34 35
footnotes to the gospels the sermon on the mount ensign 5
oan 1975 30 31
can
jan
gn
browning paul K your marriage and the sermon on the mount ense
ensign
ensi
21 aug 1991 12 15
budge william yde
the only true gospel or the primitive christian faith
np 1879 republished in ben E rich ed scrap
liverpool ap
np nd
book of mormon literature ap
LE 69 feb
burton
button alma P the significance of being born again IE
1966

114 15 142 43

burton theodore M A bom again christian BYUDFS 1982 83
35 40 reprinted as to be bom
born again ensign 15 sept 1985
66 70
the meaning of repentance

BYUDFS 1984 85 95 101
ensign 7 may 1977 28 30

neither cryptic nor hidden
margot
butler margota
margotj
Margo
tJJ the contributions of women of the new testament
SATT 1980
SNT
50 52
198050
campbell eugene E the physical and political setting of the new testament NTC 34 42
can I1 not be saved without baptism MS 1 sept 1840 120 23
cannon donald Q miracles meridian and modem SBSS 1990 23 38
carmack john K the new testament and the latter day saints SBSS
19871 21
carrington albert ed john the baptist MS 42 6 dec 1880 769 72
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67

chadwick jeffrey R where jesus walked using your trip to israel in
the classroom SNT 1984 81 82
chamberlain jonathan M 1 I have a question ensign 23 jan 1993
59 60

christensen ross T an archaeologist looks at the new testament
NTC

1

clark J reuben

12

jr behold the lamb of god

salt lake city deseret

1962
Book
book1962

behold the lamb of god which taketh away the sin of the
IE 48 jan 1945 12 13 52 54 55
world LE
LE
blessed are they that have not seen yet have believed IE

64 nov 1961 802 5 862 63
IE 53 may 1950 364 65 406
he Is risen LE
1
IE 46 jan 1943
I am the resurrection and the life JE

12 13

61.63
6163
jesus the christ creator and redeemer sy22
5t22 may 1956
JE 56 june 1953 403 4
none other name under heaven IE
our bible LE
IE 57 june 1954 395 99
our lord of the gospels salt lake city deseret book 1954
LE 65 nov 1962 798 801 850
who Is our savior IE
who was this jesus SY 11 dec 1951
1951
why
wb the kingjames
king james
fames version salt lake city deseret book 1956
clarke
clarkej
Clark
clarkel
eJJ richard the lord of life ensign 2 3 may 1993 9 10
LE 10 dec 1906 81 88
ism IE
mormonism
clift frederic christianity
Monnon
IE 8 apr
sunday in the new testament LE
aar 1905 401 13
cloward robert A jesus and paul in the synagogues SNT 1984 88 911
JST and the book of mormon
thejst
the sermon on the mount in the
theist
joseph smith translation the restoration of plain and
7bejosepb
in the
precious things ed by monte S nyman and robert L millet
163 200 provo religious studies center BYU 1985
cook gene R receiving divine assistance through the grace of the
lord ensign 23 may 1993 79 81
cowan richard 0 the lord opens his ministry in lectures on jesus
the christ 61 76 provo extension publications 1963
preparation for the ministry in lectures on jesus the christ
41 60 provo extension publications 1963
the twelve then and now SNT 1984 92 94
craner max W the saviors final sermons SNT 1984 23 25
IE 65 dec 1962
critchlow william J jr jesus Is the son of god LE
954 55
LE
IE 44 dec 1941 722 757 58
crowley elmer S and jesus said
dahl larry E fit for the kingdom SS 5357 72

dahl paul E the political social religious and historical background
of the new testament SNT 1980 63 68
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68

faf5

dahl paul

E

t

nn

the setting of the new testament ensign

68 75

the temple
198495

v

13

july 1983

sacrifices and feasts of the new testament SNT

101

on what day was jesus christ crucified

IE 19 nov
1915 33 43 A short critique by joseph F smith is found in
ap 174 75
the next issue pp
derrick royden G the beatitudes and our perfection ensign 7 may
1977 57 59
the way to perfection ensign 19 may 1989 76 77
IE 2 feb 1899
done willard lives of the apostles james and john JE
281 90
IE 2 jan 1899 20816
208 16
lives of the apostles simon peter LE
women of the bible elizabeth MS 85 8 mar 1923 149 5 11
women of the bible herodias and salome MS 85 15 mar
161 64
1923
1925 igi
1923161
women of the bible mary and martha MS 85 7 june 1923
357 59
women of the bible mary magdalene MS 85 31 may 1923
340 43
women of the bible the virgin mary MS 85 22 feb 1923
129 34
113 18 1 mar 1923
1923129
women of the bible the woman of samaria MS 85 3 may
1923
79
1925 277
1925277
27779
192327779
draper richard D he has risen the resurrection narratives as a witness of a corporeal regeneration SBSS 1990 39 55
home life at the time of christ ensign 17 sept 1987 56 59

darter

T
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F M

1923277

the parables of jesus SS 5262 78
32 40
aar 1994 3240
the reality of the resurrection ensign 24 apr
SAT 1984 105 7
droubay wendell P christ the model disciplinarian SNT
dunford C kent the genesis of the new testament new era 2
dec 1972 38 41
ofjosephus
josephus SNT
the new testament world from the writings of
108 12
1984
1984108
dunn paul H if a man begins to build IE 71 dec 1968 66 68
the meaning of jesus christ for our time IE 72 june 1969
114 15
durham G homer jesus the christ the words and their meaning
ensign 14 may 1984 14 16
mary was espoused to joseph
C jr
durham reed ajr
instructor
102 july 1967 264 65
edwards kay the early judean ministry SS 5188 200
SNT
ellsworth richard G the literary artistry of the parables of jesus SAT
198074 77

cjr
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69

evans joy F lord when saw we thee an hungered ensign 19 may
1989
73 75
198973
eyring henry B come unto christ BYUDFS 1989 90 37 47
parley S brent the baptism and temptations of jesus SS 5175 87
farley
the calling of the seventy and the parable of the good samaritan SS 5312 20
the parables A reflection of the mission of christ SNT 1980
78 80
faust james E A crown of thorns a crown of glory ensign 21 may
iggi 68 70
1991
199168
the gift of the holy ghost a sure compass ensign 19 may
1989 31 33
gratitude as a saving principle ensign 20 may 1990 85 87
A personal relationship with the savior ensign 6 nov 1976
58 59
the resurrection ensign 15 may 1985 30 32
the supernal gift of the atonement ensign 18 nov 1988

felix

12 14
A testimony of christ SY G13
3 mar 1979 66 74
joseph C the hebrew home at the time of christ

100

instructor

dec 1965 478 79

firmage edwin brown jesus the christ ensign 1 nov 1971 22 27
the week of the atoning sacrifice salt lake institute of religion
devotional 20 jan 1980
flinders neil J learning to teach as jesus taught A parents point of
view ensign 4 sept 1974 64 67
folland william H the new testament canon MS 64 11 sept 1902
577 82

garrard lamar E jesus Is the christ SS 5321 44
garrett H dean the calling and mission of the twelve SS 5227 35
gentry leland H the four gospels A deeper look SNT 1980 81 83
1
I have a question ensign 5 oct 1975 49 50
gibbons francis M the savior and joseph smith alike yet unlike
ensign 21 may 1991 32 33
gileadi avraham 1 I have a question ensign 5 feb 1975 44 45
gileadi avraham and gerald N lund 1 I have a question ensign 5
july 1975 30 31
godfrey kenneth W lord teach Us to pray SNT 1980 84 87
the surprise factors in the teachings of jesus SBSS 1990
56 68
IE 37 apr
goodspeed edgar J jesus supreme spiritual leader LE
aar 1934
196 97
gospel doctrine sunday school lessons the synoptic gospels salt lake
city deseret sunday school union board 1944
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graham william creighton
7 39 can
JE
oan 1936
jan

fv
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the jewish world in which jesus lived

16
17 52 56
1617

i

grass nan osmond we are all substitute teachers instructor 104
june 1969 214 15
green doyle L the birthplace of the son of god IE 59 oct
22 736
1956 720
72022

JE 59 dec 1956
the child grows IE
the christ child Is bom IE 59 nov

908 9 985 86
1956 816 17 834 836

838

christ Is crucified IE 61 mar 1958 158 62 186 87
early days of the lords ministry IE 60 mar 1957- 168 71
fishers of men IE 60 apr
aar 1957 236 38
JE 60 feb 1957 96 98 102
jesus begins his ministry IE
jesus chooses twelve apostles IE 60 june 1957- 384 86
464 67
JE 60 aug 1957 564 65 584 85
jesus feeds the multitude IE
jesus prepares for his ministry IE 60 jan 1957 20 22 36
jesus returns to jerusalem IE 60 dec 1957 918 20 936 938
jesus teaches by parables IE 60 july 1957 504 5 540 41

543

jesus teaches in the temple IE 61 jan 1958 38 42
lego
60 oct 1957 720 22 763 64
jesus visits judea LE
JE 61 feb 1958 94 97 112
the last supper the arrest IE
aar 1958 246 48 274 77
the lord Is resurrected IE 61 apr
lego
60 nov 1957 807 9 880 81
ledo
the raising of lazarus JE
IE 60 may 1957 316 18 35
5511
351
the sermon on the mount JE
the transfiguration IE 60 sept 1957 648 49 652 666 69
green lynn M rome and jewry A conflict of cultures SNT 1984
117 20

griggs

C

wilfred

the apostle john and christian history

SBSS 1978

36 48

have a question ensign 5 aug 1975 22 23
SAT 1988 1 9
the new testament of faith SNT
5109 26
the testimony of john SS 510926
E john the baptist A voice in the wilderness salt lake city
gygi alma rjohn
1

I

np
ap

1978

SAT
beauty for ashes the atonement of jesus christ SNT
1988 1 8 reprinted in ensign 20 apr
aar 1990 7 13
the restored doctrine of the atonement ensign 23 dec

hafen bruce

1993

C

13
7713

haight david B he Is not here he Is risen ensign 10 may 1980

gli

11
9911
he Is the son of god ensign 6 may 1976 20 2 11
jesus Is our savior ensign 12 may 1982 73 75
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f

thbjj
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71

jesus of nazareth ensign 24 may 1994 75 78
the keys of the kingdom ensign 10 nov 1980 73 75
love all ensign 12 nov 1982 10 12
our lord and savior ensign 18 may 1988 21 23
planting gospel seeds of spirituality ensign 3 jan 1973 74
79

remembering the saviors atonement ensign 18 apr
aar 1988
7 13

the resurrected christ ensign 15 may 1985 59 61
the sacrament and the sacrifice ensign 19 nov 1989
59 61

the sacrament ensign

13 may 1983

12 14
we beheld his glory ensign 7 may 1977 710
710
hales robert D lessons from the atonement that help Us to endure
to the end ensign 15 nov 1985 18 21

the unique message of jesus christ ensign 24

may 1994

78 80

what think ye of christ whom say ye that 1I am ensign 9
may 1979

77 79

hall H tracy A scientist looks at the miracles of jesus instructor
101 mar 1966 86 87
hammond F melvin the resurrection

ensign 20 may 1990 29 30
trying to be like jesus ensign 24 may 1994 82 83
hanks marion D behold the man new era 5 dec 1975 37 42
my specialty Is mercy ensign 11 nov 1981 73 75
harris james R the I am passages in the gospels and in 3 nephi
1

SBSS 1987 89 114
hatch aaron L miracles of jesus SNT 1980 911
heidenreich john F jesus what manner of man Is he ensign 4 sept
197415
15
1974 13
1515
1315
byustudies
studies 22
heiner ronald A the necessity of a sinless messiah BYU
winter 1982 5 21

19741315
197413

hendrix roger A jesus and the destruction and restoration of jerusalem SNT 1980
92 95
198092
JE 18 oct 1915 1041 49
hickman
hickmanj
Hickma
hickmann
nJJ E the temptation of christ IE
JE 43 oct 1940
hinckley bryant S why read the new testament IE
589 627
589627

hinckley gordon B be not faithless ensign 19 apr
aar 1989 2 5
blessed are the merciful ensign 20 may 1990 68 70
the empty tomb bore testimony ensign 18 may 1988
65 68

son and holy ghost ensign 16 nov 1986
49 51
198649
aar 1983 3 7
he Is risen as he said ensign 13 apr
lord increase our faith ensign 17 nov 1987 51 54

the father
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hinckley gordon

and peter went out and wept bitterly ensign 9

B

may 1979

65 67

the symbol of christ ensign 5

may 1975 92 94 reprinted
ensign 24 apr
aar 1994 2 5

our one bright hope
juile
julie melville hite comps the
andjulie
andjulis
7bejoseph
joseph smith transstevenj
hite steven
StevenJJ and
stevena
lation of the four gospels orem utah s&j
saj publishing 1989
as

holbrook gordon B jesus and the jewish leaders A comparison of
educational philosophies SNT 1984 96 99
jesus second galilean ministry SNT 1984 15 18
holland jeffrey R he loved them unto the end ensign 19 nov
1989

25 26

1981 82 76 83
85 reprinted in ensign 14 feb 1984 68 73
1
I stand all amazed ensign 16 aug 1986 68 73
the lengthening shadow of peter ensign 5 sept 1975 30 35
lift up your eyes ensign 13 july 1983 8 13
batted calf BYUFDS 1983 84 53 58
A robe a ring and a fatted
reprinted in ensign 15 aug 1985 68 72
whom say ye that I1 am ensign 4 sept 1974 6 11
holmes samuel L the beginning of a conversion instructor 104 oct
1969 366 67
holzapfel richard N 1 I have a question ensign 21 apr
aar 1991 53 55
69 82
the passion of jesus christ SBSS 1990 6982

the inconvenient

messiah

BYUDFS

horton george A joseph smith matthew profiting from prophecy
in the pearl of great price revelationsfrom
revelations from god ed by
H donl peterson and charles D tate
patejr
tatejr
jr 197 212 provo
ejr
Tat
religious studies center BYU 1989
howick E keith the parables ofjesus
of jesus the messiah salt lake city

bookcraft 1986
the sermons ofjesus
of jesus the messiah salt lake city bookcraft 1987
hunter howard W an apostles witness of christ ensign 14 jan
1984 69 71
an apostles witness of the resurrection ensign 16 may
1986

15 17

JE 71 dec 1968
blessed are those who have not seen IE

105 8

christ our passover ensign 15 may 1985 17 19
come unto me ensign 20 nov 1990 17 18
evidences of the resurrection IE 66 june 1963 512 13
feed my sheep instructor 97 sept 1962 294 95
fhe god that doest wonders ensign 19 may 1989 15 17
the
hallowed be thy name ensign 7 nov 1977 52 54
he invites Us to follow him ensign 24 sept 1994 2 5
he Is risen ensign 18 may 1988 16 17
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73

his final hours ensign 4 may 1974 17 19
jesus the very thought of thee ensign 23 may 1993 63 65
the lords touchstone ensign 16 nov 1986 34 35
master the tempest Is raging ensign 14 nov 1984 33 35
IE 68 dec 1965
organization of the church of christ JE
1145 47

the pharisee and the publican ensign 14

may 1984 64 66
put your hand to the plow IE 64 june 1961 398 99
reading the scriptures ensign 9 nov 1979 64 65
JE 63 dec 1960 948 49
secretly a disciple IE
stand firm
finn in the faith ensign 24 nov 1994 96 97
the temptations of christ ensign 6 nov 1976 17 19
toy salt lake city deseret book 1994
joy
have
ejoy
that we might havejoy
Hav
huu
hauegoy
JE 65 dec 1962 914 15
to believe Is to see IE
we owe allegiance to sovereignty IE
LE 71 june 1968 79 81
what Is peace IE 69 dec 1966 1104 5
what manner of men ought ye to be ensign 24 may 1994
64
where then Is hope LE
jf73
73 dec 1970 115 17
hyde paul N A date for the birth of christ SNT 1980 100 106
LE 57 dec 1954 892 93
isaacson thorpe B A visit to the holy land IE
jackson kent P the bread of life SS 5288 95
the eternal ministry of christ ensign 21 jan 1991 6 9
jesus and the gospels SS 51 9
jackson wendell T the parable A teaching device instructor 102
nov 1967 446 49
jacobs J smith 1 I would follow in his footsteps instructor 102 june
244 45
1967
1967244
jensen joan 0 john the baptist SNT 1984 121 23
jeppsen malcolm S A divine prescription for spiritual healing ensign
24 may 1994 17 19
johnson clark V the beatitudes eight qualities that savor the eternal
guest SBSS 1987115
1987 115 28
jones shirley P divine authority MS 74 28 mar 1912 193 97
keller roger R mark and luke two facets of a diamond SBSS 1990
83 98
kelson john H the wheat and the tares MS 49 13 june 1887
369 73
kempton sheryl condie magnifying the lord marys example for Us
ensign 10 dec 1980 44 45
to be loved by perfect love johns special message of the
savior ensign 6 july 1976 54 57
kenley lynn G the passover bridge of the old and new testaments
SNT 1980 109 10
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74

runner to prepare the way for
kimball david P necessity of a fore
forerunner
the coming of jesus MS 27 15 apr
aar 1865 229 30
JE 61 june 1958
kimball spencer W are you a modem nicodemus IE
417 19
an eternal hope in christ ensign 8 nov 1978 71 73
campus speech SY 11 feb 1947
jesus of nazareth ensign 10 dec 1980 3 9
jesus the perfect leader ensign 9 aug 1979 5 7
LE 64 june 1961
422 25
the unforgettable holy land IE
when the world will be converted ensign 4 oct 1974
2 14

king arthur henry atonement the only wholeness

ensign

apr
aar

5

12 18
1975
197512

klumker gary L reappraising herod the great SNT 1980 111 13
Y looking to the savior ensign 17 may 1987 78 79
komatsu adney
adneyy
lambert neal E and richard H cracroft the powerful voices of the
gospels new era 3 jan 1973 36 43
lansdell henry christs attitude and example as to tithing MS 66
10 mar 1904

147 50

by their fruits ye shall know them ensign 15 nov
1985 66 68
LE 71 sept 1968 6 8
lecheminant dale C the parable IE
the things of the jews instructor 102 aug 1967 308 10

larsen dean L

312

ledbetter curtis

E

aar
the shepherds flock ensign 3 apr

1973
30 31

6 13

lee david F 1 I have a question ensign 14 oct 1984
lee harold B blessed Is he that cometh in the name of the lord in
aar 1955 17 20 reprinted in stand ye
conference report apr
in holy places salt lake city deseret book 1974 39 46
1
I walked today where jesus walked ensign 2 apr
aar 1972
2 7
1
I walked

10 dec 1958
sy10
today where jesus walked SY
sylo
IE 71 dec 1968
make our lord and master your friend LE

70 73

lee robert england truly all things testify of him

SBSS 1990

99 112

lee

norman

elements of faith MS 71 4 nov 1909 689 93
lewis hazel W behold a sower went forth instructor 95 sept
1960 290 91
teach as the master taught instructor 93 dec 1958 360 62
jesus and the apostles salt lake city the
ofjesus
the life and teachings of
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1978
ludlow daniel H A companion to your study of the new testament
salt lake city deseret book 1982
S
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k

aar
the greatest week in history ensign 2 apr

j

34 46
speeches BYU

1972

also in Cal
cai
fornia know your religion
california
california center 1973 1974 27 40
ludlow daniel H ed jesus and his gospel selections from the encyclo
clopedia
pedia of
mormonism salt lake city deseret book 1994
ofmormonism
ludlow victor L isaiah as taught by the new testament apostles
SBSS

1987 149 59

major jewish groups in the new testament ensign 5 jan
1975 26 29
lund gerald N the fall of man and his redemption ensign 20 jan
22 27
1I
have a question
1990

ensign 5 sept 1975 36 37
to this end was 1I bom SNT 1984 26 31
lyon T edgar the development of the new testament in the early
AITC
atte 43 54
christian era NTC
the new testament why read it new era 3 feb 1973
14 15

mackay thomas W the resurrected lord and his apostles SS
5461 70
madsen ann N wilt thou be made whole medicine and healing in
the time of jesus SBSS 1990 113 28
madsen david H the beginning of the gospels SNT 1984 5 11
madsen truman G christ and the inner life salt lake city bookcraft
1978
christ and the sacrament in christ and the inner life 39 42
salt lake city bookcraft 1978
stig nov 1965 reprinted
the commanding image of christ sy16
in christ and the inner life salt lake city bookcraft 1978
8 14
aar 1971 4 6
of the garden tomb new era 1 apr
7 be allegory of the
the olive press A symbol of christ in the
olive tree ed by stephen D ricks and john W welch 1I 10
salt lake city deseret book and FARMS 1994 A variant of
this is the olive press BYUFDS 1981 81 141 44
pre
the preeminence
eminence of christ MS 122 dec 1960 513 17 reprinted in christ and the inner life salt lake city bookcraft
1978
197811 7
maeser karl G character sketch of jesus christ MS 52 13 jan 1890
17 20
mansfield H C sacrifice rewarded MS 70 26 mar 1908 193 95
marshall evelyn T mary and martha faithful sisters devoted disciples
ensign 17 jan 1987 28 3 11
matthews robert J A burning light an appreciation for john the
baptist SNT 1980 123 27
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matthews robert J A burning light the life and ministry ofjohn
of john the
baptist provo BYU press 1972
A greater portrayal of the master ensign 13 mar 1983 6 15
13
heavenly treasure in earthly vessels in Calt
fornia know your
california
religion speeches 17 36 BYU california center 1972 1973
LE 69 july 1966 622 23 654 55
how jesus dealt with men IE
aug 1966 707 712 13

have a question ensign 4 sept 1974 50 51
1988 1 8
jesus the master teacher SNT
snt1988
john the baptist A burning and a shining light ensign 2 sept

1

I

1972 72 79
the miracles of jesus instructor 102 may 1967 211 12
the miracles ofjesus
of jesus provo BYU press 1968
the parables ofjesus
of jesus provo BYU press 1969
there Is not a greater prophet the ministry of john the baptist ensign 21 jan 1991 13 17
tradition testimony transfiguration and keys SS 5296 311
A voice in the wilderness an interview with john the baptist
SS 5160 74
we have found the messiah which Is the christ SBSS 1987
161 77
why a savior Is necessary and why only jesus christ could
qualify BYUDFS 1984 85 42 48
matthews robert J and victor L ludlow 1 I have a question ensign
4 sept 1974 16 17
matthews robert J ellis T rasmussen robert C patch and noel B
reynolds 1 I have a question ensign 5 jan 1975 22 25
A answer me ensign 18 nov 1988 31 33
maxwell neal
neala
be of good cheer ensign 12 nov 1982 66 68
all
ail
ali things hold together BYUDFS 1990 91 103 12
in him AH
irony the crust on the bread of adversity ensign 19 may
1989 62 64
meek and lowly BYUDFS 1986 87 52 63
the net gathers of every kind ensign 10 nov 1980 14 15
the new testament a matchless portrait of the savior ensign
16 dec 1986 20 27
0 divine redeemer ensign 11 nov 1981 8 10
our acceptance of christ ensign 14 june 1984 69 74
repentance ensign 21 nov 1991 30 32
settle this in your hearts ensign 22 nov 1992 65 67
what characteristics make a religious leader instructor 99
feb 1964 48 49
yet thou art there ensign 17 nov 1987 30 33
mcconkie bruce R come know the lord jesus ensign 7 may 1977
12 14
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77
jjj

doctrinal new testament commentary the gospels salt lake
city bookcraft 1965
gaining a testimony of jesus christ ensign 10 dec 1980
10 15

the second coming of the son of man
the millennial messiah ebe
salt lake city deseret book 1982
the mortal messiah 4 vols salt lake city deseret book
1979 1981

the promised messiah the first coming of christ salt lake city
deseret book 1978
the purifying power of gethsemane

ensign 15 may 1985

9 11

mcconkie joseph fielding the divine sonship and the law of
witnesses SS 5279 87
messianic expectations among the jews SNT 1980 128 311
special witnesses of the birth of christ SBSS 1987 179 93
triumphal entry and a day of debate SS 5373 90
twelve witnesses of christs birth ensign 20 dec 1990 6 10
mcconkie mark L jewish scriptures in jesus day SNT 1980 132 34
mckay david 0 ancient apostles salt lake city deseret sunday school
union 1918 reprinted several times
campus speech sy30
SY 30 mar 1947
JE 61 apr
aar 1958 222 23 283
he Is risen he Is not here IE
aar 1957 97 98
he Is risen instructor 92 apr
jesus the master storyteller Instructors
instructor 877 nov 1952 321 22
339

john the beloved a witness of the miracles and resurrection of
jesus christ instructor 103 apr
lordjesus
the Lor
aar 1968 133 35
lord dJesus
aar 1953 97 98
the man of galilee instructor 88 apr
797 111
the prodigal son IE 61 feb 1958 78 79
the reality of the resurrection IE 69 june 1966 490 93

merkley marion G Is this golgotha instructor 92 apr
aar 1957 99 101
men
lii
iii
ill byron R behold the lamb of god the saviors use of animals
merrill
menill
as symbols SBSS 1990 129 47
meservy keith H jesus and josephus told of the destruction of jerusalem SBSS 1987195
1987 195 217
this day Is this scripture fulfilled ensign 17 apr
aar 1987 7 12
the worth of a soul SS 5345 56
millet robert L As delivered from the beginning the formation of
the canonical gospels in apocryphal writings and the latter
day saints ed by C wilfred griggs and robert J matthews
199 213 provo religious studies center BYU 1986
the birth and childhood of the messiah SS 5140 59
the birth of the messiah A closer look at the infancy narrative
of matthew SNT 1980 138 41
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A

byustudies
millet robert L joseph smith and the gospel of matthew BYU
studies
25 summer 1985 67 84
JST and the synoptic gospels literary style in the joseph
thejst
the
theist
smith translation the restoration of plain and precious
things ed by monte S nyman and robert L millet 147 62
provo religious studies center BYU 1985
looking beyond the mark why many did not accept the
messiah ensign 17 july 1987 60 64
looking beyond the mark insights from the JST into first
century judaism in the
7bejosepb
joseph smith translation the resto
toration of plain and precious things ed by monte S nyman
14 provo religious studies center
and robert L millet 201
20114

aa
1a

BYU 1985

the testimony of matthew

SS

538 60

treading the winepress
Wine press alone SS 5430 39
mitchell james P the gospels the legacy of four great witnesses
SNT 1984
monson leland H

1

4

look to the mount A study of the sermon on the
mount salt lake city deseret book 1968
monson thomas S can there any good thing come out of nazareth
ensign 18 oct 1988 2 5
can there any good thing come out of nazareth IE
JE 71 june
1968 100
loo 101
1968100
he Is risen ensign 11 nov 1981 16 18
never alone ensign 21 may 1991 59 62
the paths jesus walked ensign 22 sept 1992 2 6
LE 68 dec 1965
1158 60
the search for jesus IE
your jericho road ensign 7 may 1977 71 73 reprinted in
ensign 19 feb 1989 2 5
mortensen paul M the temple mount the center for christs teachings and activities in jerusalem SNT 1980 142 45
M
fiam A careless with the truth MS 69 5 dec 1907
morton
orton Wil
william
wll
769 72

truly he was a prophet of god

nov 1907 705 8
moss james R foundations of the kingdom the quorum of the twelve
in the new testament SNT 1980 146 48
mumford thomas M jesus begins his ministry SNT 1984 12 14
nebeker john L Is there marrying and giving in marriage in heaven
nelson
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russell M jesus christ our master and more BYUDFS
1991 92 57 66
life after life ensign 17 may 1987 8 10
love thy neighbor ensign 17 jan 1987 70 72
thus shall my church be called ensign 20 may 1990 16 18
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why this holy land ensign 19 dec 1989

f

12 19

nelson william 0 symbols from the scriptures that testify of christ
ensign 3 june 1973 24 27
nibley hugh W early accounts of jesus childhood MEC 1 9 first
published in instructor 100 jan 1965 35 37
evangelium Quadraginta
quadraginta dierum
dieruf the forty day mission of
christ the forgotten heritage MEC 10 44
four lessons on rank and priesthood in the church provo
FARMS

1988

the meaning of the atonement in approaching zion ed by
don norton 554 614 vol

9 of CWHN salt

lake city deseret

book and FARMS 1989 A variation of this essay is published
as the atonement of jesus christ ensign 20 july 1990
18 23 aug 1990 30 34 sept 1990 22 26 oct 1990
26 31

treasures in the heavens some early christian insights into the
organizing of worlds dialogue 8 no 3 4 1973 76 98 re
171 214
printed in CWHN 11171
two lessons on the atonement provo FARMS 1988
two lessons on the sermon on the mount provo FARMS
1988

the way of the church

58 jan 1955 20 22 44 45 feb
106 7 110 mar 1955 152 54 166 168
104 log
1955 86 87 104106
apr
aar 1955 230 32 258 260 61 may 1955 306 8 364 66
june 1955 384 86 455 56 july 1955 502 4 538 aug
600 602 6 sept 1955 650 53
1955 570 71 599 goo
oct 1955 708 9 nov 1955 817 829 311 dec 1955
902 3 968 reprinted in MEC 109 322
LE
IE

the world and the prophets ed by john W welch gary P
gillum and don E norton vol 3 of CWHN salt lake city
deseret book and FARMS 1987
nyman monte S he that Is not with me Is against me SS 5251 61
third nephi the fifth gospel or the first gospel SNT 1980
156 59

the witnesses of the resurrection

5453 60
anderson 1 I have a question
SS

nyman monte S and richard L
ensign
4 sept 1974 7475
74 75
oaks dallin H always remember him ensign 18 may 1988 29 32
another testament of jesus christ BYUDFS 1992 93 111 22
reprinted in ensign 24 mar 1994 60 67
brothers keeper ensign 16 nov 1986 20 23
faith in the Lor
lordjesus
dJesus christ ensign 24 may 1994 98 100
lord jesus
the language of prayer ensign 23 may 1993 15 18
the light and life of the world ensign 17 nov 1987 63 66
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oaks dallin H reverent and clean ensign 16 may 1986 49 52
taking upon Us the name of jesus christ ensign 15 may
1985 80 83
198580
the trial of jesus instructor

nov 1969 406 7 412
what think ye of christ ensign 18 nov 1988 65 68
witnesses of christ ensign 20 nov 1990 29 32
ogden D kelly jesus and the temple ensign 21 apr
aar 1991 12 19
jesus walked the land and culture of new testament
wberejesus
where
times salt lake city deseret book 1991
prophets
bets prophesied of
ogden D kelly and R val johnson all the pro
P hets
christ ensign 24 jan 1994 31 37
lego
60 may 1957 313 346
ottesen Lljames
ze60
james peter james and john LE
104

packer boyd K atonement agency accountability ensign 18 may
1988

69 72

balm of gilead ensign 17 nov 1987 16 18
the mediator ensign 7 may 1977 54 56
paramore james M leadership jesus was the perfect leader BYUDFS
1989 90

1

10

the many witnesses of jesus christ and his work ensign 20
nov 1990 62 64

parry catherine corman simon 1I have somewhat to say unto thee
judgment and condemnation in the parables of jesus BYUDFS
113 19
1990 91
91113

passion week LE
IE 1 apr
aar 1898 391 94 may 1898 489 94 june
1898 578 81 july 1898 654 64 aug 1898 735 39
patch robert C the gospel in the gospels ensign 4 sept 1974
38 41
121
the miracles ofjesus in lectures on jesus the christ 92 121
provo extension publications 1963
penrose charles W ancient scripture and the living spirit MS 72
10 feb 1910 88 91
Ingersolls best argument ever advanced against christianity
ingersolls
ingersolli
LE 1 jan 1898
IE
145 64
the language of prophecy MS 71 9 sept 1909 568 71
at is the church MS 70 16
l6jan
lajan
jan 1908 40 43
what
perry L tom the kingdom of god ensign 9 may 1979 12 14
our father which art in heaven ensign 13 nov 1983 11
13
1113
when thou art converted strengthen thy brethren ensign 4
nov 1974 16 18
personal appearance of jesus IE
LE 1 sept 1898 820 25
petersen mark E campus speech SY
sy15
G 5 dec 1946
creator and savior ensign 13 may 1983 63 65
even As 1I am ensign 12 may 1982 98 100
in his steps instructor 102 jan 1967 10 12
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0 america america ensign 9 nov

1979 12 14
ensign 9 may 1979 21 23

signs of the true church
petersen roger K and P gary esterholdt harmonizing hebraism and
hellenism SNT
1984 128 30
snt1984
peterson H donl the fall of jerusalem ensign 2 may 1972 3842
38 42
peterson stanley A could ye not watch with me one hour SNT
1988177
poelman ronald E divine forgiveness ensign 23 nov 1993 84 86
pratt J falconer what think ye of christ MS 72 13 jan 1910 20 23
pratt john P passover was it symbolic of his coming ensign 24
jan 1994 38 45
yet another eclipsefor
eclipse jor
for herod provo FARMS 1990
pryor keith H the greatest story ever foretold ensign 21 dec 1991

19881

18 25

rasmussen dennis three gardens new era 2 apr
aar 1972 14 15
read lenet H symbols of the harvest old testament holy days and
the lords ministry ensign 5 jan 1975 32 36
rector hartmanjr
hartman jr the resurrection ensign 20 nov 1990 76 78
reeve rex C jr the miracles of jesus SS 5213 26
teaching the sermon on the mount the holy ghost key to
living the higher law SNT 1984 131 33
reynolds george the thief on the cross LE
IE 1 feb 1898 225 30
richards franklin D be a peacemaker ensign 13 nov 1983 57
58
5758
the message of easter ensign 5 may 1975 59 61
richards grant L the new testament as literature SNT 1984 134 37
richards legrand be ye prepared ensign 11 nov 1981 27 29
ricks eldin story of the life of christ salt lake city deseret press
1977

the victorious life

SBSS 1978 49 57

ricks stephen D no prophet Is accepted in his own country

SS

12
5201
520112

ricks stephen D and shirley S ricks jewish religious education in
the meridian of time ensign 17 oct 1987 60 62
riddle chauncey C interpreting the new testament SBSS 1987
263 78

teaching the life of christ in lectures on jesus the christ

27 provo extension publications 1963
roberts B H the truth the way the lepe
lefe provo BYU studies 1994
life
IE 65 may 1962
robinson linnie fisher mary mother of jesus JE
13 13352354
312 13352554
352554 56
352354
samaritana
samaritans
robinson 0 preston jesus and the Samar
itans instructor 95 apr
aar
1960 114 15
1960114
robinson stephen E believing christ A practical approach to the
atonement BYUDFS 1989 90 11724
117 24 reprinted in ensign
22 apr
aar 1992 5 9
1
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robinson stephen E believing christ salt lake city deseret book
1992

the law after christ ensign 13 sept 1983 68 73
the setting of the gospels SS 510 37
rogers lewis max the dead sea scrolls relevance for the new testament

rogers

NTC 22 33
thomas F the gospel

byustudies
of john as literature BYU
studies 28

summer 1988 67 80
rolapp henry H the pharisee and the publican

LE
IE

15

feb 1912

3511
311 15

romney marion G the atonement of the savior

LE 56
IE

dec 1953

942 43

except a man be bom
born
bob again ensign 11 nov 1981 14 15
jesus christ mans great exemplar SY 9 may 1967
repentance ensign 10 nov 1980 47 49
the resurrection of jesus ensign 12 may 1982 6 9

roundy phyllis ann mary
schaelling J philip

goods

the

SNT 1980 166 69

the lords teachings

on the use of this worlds

SBSS 1990 148 611
prologue of john SS 512739
5127 39

scott richard G the plan for happiness and exaltation ensign 11
nov 1981 11 12
to be healed ensign 24 may 1994 7799
seely david R the olivet discourse SS 5391 404
service P H the new birth MS 73 12 oct 1911 641 45
shepherd burl when rome conquered judea instructor 99 Jjan
1964 10 11 13
esus
sill
sui sterling W this same jesus
sul

june 1963 484 87
77 25 mar 1915 184 86
sjodahl
ms77
janne M day of atonement MS
sjodahljanne
the lords supper MS 78 13 jan 1916 17 22 20 jan 1916
33 38 27 jan 1916 49 53
mary the mother of jesus MS 77 23 dec 1915 810 12
aar 1915 200 202
the resurrection of christ MS 77 1 apr
IE 29 feb 1926 343 45
two genealogies of jesus LE
skinner andrew C the arrest trial and crucifixion a lesson in
loyalty SS 5440 52
skousen W cleon days of the living christ 2 vols salt lake city
LE
IE

ensign publishing 1992
the real story of christmas sy15 dec 1953
SNT 1984 150 53
smith brian L the questions jesus asked SAT
smith douglas H what think ye of christ ensign 18 may 1988
26 27
smith eldred G three days in the tomb ensign 4 may 1974 96 97
who Is jesus ensign 6 may 1976 67 69
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smith george albert jr the repentant sinner instructor 95 mar
1960 78
i960
79
7879
2 5 jan
smith joseph fielding the atonement of jesus christ SY
sy25
1955

your question IE
LE 67 jan 1964
14 15
your question LE
61 july 1958 504 5
legi
your question LE
61 sept 1958 640 411
legi
sonne alma the bedrock of spirituality SY
25 feb 1953
sy25
sperry sidney B A latter day saint view of the new testament problems NTC 55 66
the meaning of peters confession
471 72 aug 1949 496 98 537

IE 52

july 1949 430 31

stapley delbert L easter thoughts ensign 6 may 1976 76 78
sy8 may 1956
the sacrament sya
JE 67 dec 1964 1069 71
salt of the earth IE
the straight gate repentance and baptism IE 58 june 1955
416 18
what constitutes the true church ensign 7 may 1977 21 23
stendahl krister the sermon on the mount and third nephi in rejudaeo christian parallels ed by
flections on mormonism judano
truman G madsen 139 54 provo religious studies center
BYU 1978
stephenson jonathan H 1 I am he jesus public declarations of his
own identity SBSS 1990 162 72
stone 0 leslie the beatitudes ensign 4 nov 1974 31 33
stout robert T 1 I have a question ensign 5 sept 1975 37 38
swensen russel B the gospel ofjohn
of john
tohn salt lake city deseret sunday
school union 1945
new testament literature A studyfor
study for college students salt
lake city LDS department of education 1940
samaritana
samaritans
itans ancient and modem instructor 97 apr
aar 1962
the Samar
114 15
7 be S
synoptic gospels salt lake city deseret sunday school uni
union
0n
the

board 1944 gospel doctrine manual for 1945
E
the christ salt lake city deseret book 1982
talmage james ejesus
jesus
mary magdalene MS
JIS
als 79 13 sept 1917 577 79
ais
LE 65 nov 1962
talmage john R an assignment its fulfillment IE
sog
806
80 9
tanner N eldon evidence of our saviors resurrection IE 72 june

tanner

1969
34 37
196934
leading as the savior led new era 7 june 1977 4 7
por
Ide alsor
obert C christs Ideals
idealsfor
idealsor
for living salt lake city deseret sunday
school union board 1955

the new testament speaks salt lake city deseret news press
1937
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tanner obert C new testament studies salt lake city department of
education 1932
tanner obert C lewis M rogers and sterling M mcmurrin toward
understanding the new testament salt lake city signature
books 1990
1
a question ensign 5 june 1975 22 23
Taylo
lewis
taylora
taylorj
J
taylor
rJ ann maneI have
marie 1 I am the good shepherd new era 7 apr
marle
thomas
aar 1977
12 13

thomas catherine blessed are ye
ensign 17 june 1987 6 9
the sermon on the mount the sacrifice of the human heart
SS 5236 50
thorp malcolm R james E talmage and the tradition of victorian
lives of jesus sunstone 12 jan 1988 8 13
todd jay M our new light on jesus mortal life and teachings
ensign 25 jan 1995 31 49
treseder terry W passover promises fulfilled in the last supper
23
ensign 20 apr
aar 1990 19
1923
turner rodney the farewell of jesus SS 540529
5405 29
tvedtnes john A the garden tomb ensign 13 apr
aar 1983 8 14
1
I have a question ensign 15 mar 1985 29
valletta thomas R johns testimony of the bread of life SBSS 1990
173 88

van orden bruce A the last months of jesus ministry SNT 1984
19847
19 22

the mount of transfiguration the highest spot on earth

SNT

1980183 85
vorhaus renee pool customs symbols and traditions of biblical
times SNT 1980 186 88
walton michael the jewish jesus sunstone 7 nov dec 1982 5 9
ward maurine jensen women and the new testament reflections of
eternal womanhood new era 3 may 1973 34 37
warner paul R the cry of repentance SNT 1980 189 91
wamer
IE
1e 3 dec
watkins charles F on what day was christ crucified ae
1899 89 94
welch john W the lords prayers ensign 6 jan 1976 14 17
new testament word studies ensign 23 apr
aar 1993 28 30
the sermon at the temple and the sermon on the mount salt
lake city deseret book and FARMS 1990
200 202
wells junius F the empty sepulchre MS 83 31 mar 1921 200202
l6june
lejune
in remembrance of me MS 83 16
june 1921 376 79

wells robert E the beatitudes pattern for coming unto christ
ensign 17 dec 1987 8 11
the christ focused beatitudes BYUDFS 1985 86 137 44
the mount and the master salt lake city deseret book 1991
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peace ensign 21 may 1991 85 87
west franklin L the apostles and the primitive church salt lake city
deseret book 1964
whetten david A sir we would see jesus ensign 8 oct 1978 5 7
whitney orson F the divinity of jesus christ IE 29 jan 1926
219 27
whittall henry the wheat and the tares MS 19 28 nov 1857
755 56
JE 47
Widtsoe john A Is the new testament translated literally IE
widtsoe

july 1944 445 471
wilcox

S

michael

the beatitudes pathway to the savior ensign

21

iggi 19 23
1991
jan
jan1991
the writings ofjohn
of john orem utah randall book 1987
wilkinson ernest L the trial of jesus SY 1 apr
19553
aar 1953
195

Wff
williams
liams clyde J securing divine protection putting on the armor of

god sbss1987369
SBSS 1987 369
569 81
williamson james E A legend of st john
597 98

bin
fin joseph
Wirth
wirthlin
36 37

B

MS 64 18

let your light so shine ensign

sept 1902

8 nov 1978

our lord and savior ensign 23 nov 1993 5 8
61
puffing in the gospel net ensign 16 nov 1986 59
pulling
5961

the straight and narrow way ensign 20 nov

1990 64 66

without guile ensign 18 may 1988 80 83
wolfe walter M the personality of christ MS 65 29 jan 1903
65 69
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